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Abstract 

Accurate knowledge of the characteristics of lightning electromagnetic fields is needed 

for studying the effects of the potentially deleterious coupling of lightning fields to 

various circuits and systems, for achieving an efficient insulation design of electric-

power networks and for determining electromagnetic compatibility requirements o 

telecommunication systems. In the first step, lightning analysis requires the development 

of return stroke models, which are able to reproduce the electromagnetic field signature 

similar to that generated by natural return stroke. 

In this thesis, the lightning return stroke is, firstly, assumed as a current pulse originating 

at ground level and propagating along the channel of perfect electrical conductor. Then 

the effects of channel resistance and inductance both on the current and the 

electromagnetic fields are investigated. The results show that the inclusion of channel 

resistance and inductance will change the prediction of the model in such a direction that 

they will come closer to the experimental observations. 

Reviewing different models, electromagnetic model is used in the present study. For the 

accurate analysis of the transient electromagnetic field around a three-dimensional (31)) 

conductor system, application ol electromagiietic modeling codes are more appropriate. 

Among many available codes, Numerical Electromagnetic Code (NEC-2) based on the 

4 method of moments is chosen for the above purpose since it has been widely and 

successfully used in analyzing thin-wire antennas. 

The effect of ground electrical parameter on the channel current and remote 

electromagnetic fields is deduced in the present thesis for several grounds. With different 

methodologies different input data are involved in the lightning analysis: one of them is 

related to the lightning current itself. The effect of different current wave-shapes is also 

investigated in this work. 



Experimental observations and theoretical investigations have shown that the presence of 

an elevated strike object (such as a tall tower) could affect lightning current and their 

radiated electromagnetic fields substantially. lherefore, an analysis of tower current and 

remote electromagnetic fields radiated by lightning return strokes to tall towers is 

presented taking two towers of different heights. In the work, both the slow-front and 

steep-front wave-shapes, corresponding respectively to typical first and subsequent 

return strokes, are adopted as injected current wavefonii. Because, the subsequent return 

strokes that are characterized by lower current peaks but higher front steepness and 

return stroke speed may result in higher field peaks. It is shown in particular that the 

presence of a tower tends, in general, to increase substantially the electric and magnetic 

field peaks and their derivatives. Furthermore, the presented results are shown to be 

consistent with recent experimental observations of current in lightning strokes to the 

high stack in Japan and Toronto CN Tower and of the associated electromagnetic fields. 

Finally, to show the validity of the model, some results calculated by NEC-2 are 

compared with the results calculated by Virtual Surge Test Lab (VSTL), which is based 

on Finite Difference Time Domain (FD'l'D) method. In such case, reduced scale model is 

considered because of large computation time of FI)TD method. 

I- 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Introduction 

Lightning is one of the natural phenomena that have amazed the human beings since the 

beginning of the civilization. In the history of almost all societies there are records that 

relate lightning to a punishment from The Almighty. But with time, people started 

questioning the techniques of it and started wondering whether this phenomenon arising in 

the sky was an act of The Almighty or a natural phenomenon. 

It was in 1750 that Benjamin Franklin suggested an experiment that later proved lightning 

is an electrical discharge. Two years later the experiment was first successfully performed 

in France, followed by England and Belgium. Since then, the scientific community has 

tried to understand the physical mechanism and the consequences of lightning flashes. 

Telecommunications facilities continue to play an increasingly important role in the 

modem infrastructure of today's information society. However, owing to the steady use 

and development of new technologies, electrical and telecommunication equipments are 

becoming more and more complex. Today, modern electronic devices that operate at a 

higher switching rate and work at lower voltages are used. As a consequence, the 

sensitivity of these devices to transients and electromagnetic interIreiice (EMl) is also 

91 high. Of the threats from the electromagnetic environment, lightning discharges that can 

cause micro-interruptions of the power supply, or disruption in the telecommunication or 

data-transmission networks during thunderstorms are the most important. This, in turn, 

creates a need for more advanced studies and modeling of lightning and the effects of 

transients on pover and telecommunication system. 

The analysis of lightning effects requires the following stages: 

7 
1. Development of lightning retuni stroke models, which means the modeling of 

the spatial-temporal distribution of the current in the lightning channel that are 



Chapter 1: Introduction 

able to reproduce the electromagnetic field signature similar to that generated 

by natural return stroke. 

Calculation of the electromagnetic field radiated by such a current distribution, 

including propagation effects on soil with finite conductivity. 

Evaluation of the voltages resulting from the coupling between the 

electromagnetic field and the various circuits and systems. 

A brief explanation of the lightning phenomenon and important research questions are 

given below, which are necessary to proceed in this work. 

1.2 Lightning Behavior and Characteristics 

1.2.1 Physics of Lightning 

Lightning is a transient electrical discharge in the atmosphere. The conditions needed to 

produce lightning have been known for some time. However, exactly how lightning forms 

have never been verified. Leading theories ft)cus around separation of electric charge and 

generation of an electric field within a thunderstorm. Recent studies also indicate that ice, 

hail, and semi-frozen water drops known as graupel are essential to lightning 

development. 

Thunderstorms have very turbulent environments. Strong updrafts and downdrafts occur 

with regularity and within close proximity to each other. The updrafts transport small 

liquid water droplets from the lower regions of the storm to heights between 35,000 and 

70,000 feet above the freezing level. Meanwhile, downdrafts transport hails and ice from 

the frozen upper regions of the storm. When these collide, the water droplets freeze and 

release heat. This heat in turn keeps the surface of the hail and ice slightly warmer than its 

surrounding environment, and a "soil hail", or "graupel" forms. As the ice particles within 

a cloud (called hydrometers) grow and interact, they collide, fracture and break apart. It is 

thought that the smaller particles tend to acquire positive charge, while the larger particles 

acquire more negative charge. These particles tend to separate under the influences of 

updrafts and gravity until the upper portion of the cloud acquires a net positive charge and 

the lower portion of the cloud becomes negatively charged. This separation of charge 

2 
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produces enormous electrical potential 1)0(11 within the cloud arid between the cloud and 

ground. This can accumulate to millions ol volts, and eventually the electrical resistance in 

the air breaks down and a flash begins. I-low may the lightning be classified and the most 

important one are described below. 

1.2.2 Lightning Mechanism 

Lighfriing classification are based on the following criteria: 

The initial and the terminal points across which the electrical discharge takes 
1 

place. The main subdivisions are: intra-cloud (within the cloud), inter-cloud 

(within two clouds) and cloud to ground discharges. 

The polarity of the charges transported to ground. This can be subdivided as 

positive- and negative- flashes 

Cloud to ground lightning is the most damaging and danget-ous form of lightning. 

Although not the most common type, it is the one, which is best understood. Let us 

describe in more details the mechanism of the cloud to ground flashes. 

Ground lightiiing discharges start high in the thundercloud in the region of high electric 

fields, several miles above the ground. Most flashes originate near the lower negative 

charge center and deliver negative charge to earth. The discharge develops both upward 

and downward until the downward branches eventually exit the cloud and move toward 

the ground. The initial or leader stage of the downward flash is characterized by a stepped 

movement, with pauses between each step, and heavy branching. The leader and its 

branches carry large amounts of electric charge from the cloud, which causes the 

breakdown of the air. As the leader approaches within a few hundred feet of the ground, 

the increasing high electric fields at the earth's surface induced by the descending charge 

causes upward leaders to be triggered from objects on the earth. One of these upward or 

connecting leaders meets a branch of the descending flash, establishing a path between 

cloud and ground. The charge on the flash then dumps rapidly into the ground, giving rise 

to a very large short-duration pulse of current into the ground or struck object. This pulse 

starts at the ground and moves upward into the cloud, and is known as the return stroke. 

Once a path is established between cloud and ground, many subsequent discharges can 

3 
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follow it, resulting in a multiple-stroke lightning flash. These large return stroke currents 

cause most damage to structures and their contents. 

There is not much information available on the mechanism of the positive flashes. 

However, available information indicates that its mechanism is similar to the negative with 

some differences. For instance, observations show that the positive stepped leader 

propagates more or less continuously towards the ground [1]. Moreover, positive flashes 

may contain a single return stroke while the negatives may contain several. 

1.2.3 Lightning Behavior 

The return stroke carries currents of about 10 kA to 500 kA and flows for a time of up to 

one thousandth of a second. Up to 25 strokes have been recorded in a single lightning 

flash, although the average is two or three. Approximately one-third of all flashes are 

single stroke. Leader currents are quite low, usually just a few hundred amperes, and may 

also be very short in duration, just a iiv microseconds. Return stroke currents, on the 

other hand, can be very large. Ninety-five percent of return strokes have peak currents 

between 5 kA and 100 kA, although rarely currents as high as 500 kA have been 

measured. First strokes generally carry three to five times as much charge and current as 

the subsequent strokes of a multiple-stroke flash. Return stroke current rises quickly in 

from one to ten microseconds and decays in a few hundred microseconds. Over 90% of 

ground flashes carry negative charge to earth. However, the 10% of positive flashes tend 

to carry higher currents and charges and are therefore more damaging. 

The following table gives data for normal cloud to ground lightning discharges bringing 

negative charge to earth. Representative values are given, as well as a range of typical 

values. Data is taken from Uman [2], which in turn takes the data from a variety of 

sources. 

IV 

4 
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Summary of lightning parameters 

Representative Range 
Stepped Leader 

Average velocity of propagation of 
stepped leader 150 km/sec 100-2600 km/sec 

Charge deposited on stepped-leader 
channel C 3 - 20 C 

Dart Leader 

Velocity of propagation 2000 km/sec 1000 - 21,000 km/sec 

Charge deposited on dart-leader 
channel C 0.2 - 6 C 

Return Stroke 

Velocity of propagation 80,000 km/sec 20,000 - 160,000 km/sec 

Current rate of increase 10 kA4tsec 1 - 80 kA4tsec 

Time to peak current 2 tsec I - 30 xsec 

Peak current 10-20kA -ilOkA 

Charge transferred (excluding 
continuing current) 2.5 C 0.2 - 20 C 

Energy dissipated 100 Id/meter 

Lightning Flash 

Number of strokes per flash 3-4 1 - 26 

Time interval between strokes 40 msec 3 - 100 msec 

Time duration of flash 0.2 sec 0.01 - 0.2 sec 

1.2.4 Lightning Effects 

Lightning is a dangerous and destructive atmospheric phenomenon. At any time some 

2,000 on-going thunderstorms generate about 50-100 lightning strikes to earth per second, 

causing the majority of forest fires and, in the U.S. alone, hundreds of millions of dollars 

in property losses. The strong currents associated with the lightning discharge cause severe 

damages in the stroked object (direct strike) and also in its close vicinity (indirect strike). 

5 



Chapter 1: Introduction 

Direct Lightning Effects: When lightning strikes a structure directly, the rapid 

rising impulse return stroke currents of tens or hundreds of kilo amperes are 

injected directly into it. These currents will distribute throughout the building, 

using the building steel, reinforced concrete, electrical conduit, and its services, 

including electric power, data and telephone lines as a path to earth. These 

lightning currents commonly cause damage to electronic equipment, including 

computers and peripherals, telephone switches and data interface equipment. 

This is the case even in structures equipped with a lightning protection system. 

Objects on the roof of a structure are particularly vulnerable to direct strikes. 

These include antennas, satellite receiving systems, air-conditioning plant, 

security cameras, elevator systems and lights. 

Indirect Lightning Effects: Even when lightning does not directly strike a 

structure, there may be severe damaging indirect effects. Lightning may strike 

a power line some distance away from the facility, injecting surge currents into 

the building through the electrical service entrance. Sags and momentary 

outages of the ac power service are frequent during storms, and nearby 

lightning induce huge damaging voltages into unshielded data and 

communication cables. The lightning flash also acts as an extremely powerful 

radio transmitter, particularly during the return stroke phase, and can induce 

extremely high voltages in electrical conductors up to a mile or more away. 

These induced voltages can be particularly severe in data communication, 

signaling and local area network cables, and commonly cause damage to 

interface equipment. 

1.3 Motivation of the Work 

In the last 15-20 years, the widespread use of sensitive electronic devices in data 

transmission networks, in power system equipment (circuit breakers, control and 

protection circuits), and in household appliances has increased the interest in transients. 

From this point of view, transients caused by lightning (direct and/or indirect) can be one 

of the major causes of malfunction, or even destruction, of electrical equipment. In 

particular, lightning-induced voltages, which can cause micro-interruptions of the power 
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supply, or disruption in the telecommunication or daa-(ransmission networks during 

thunderstorms, have been seriously reconsidered, due to the increasing demand by 

customers For good quality in (lie power supply, and (or reliat)ility in the transmission of 

information. The opening of the telecommunication market, followed now by that of 

electrical power, is only accelerating this trend. 

Modern society in this information technology era takes it for granted the complex chain 

of telecommunication systems to have 100 % integrity. Failure is considered to be totally 

unacceptable in the view of the significant implications in most aspects of modern life. 

41 However, the interconnection of electrical equipment to dilThrent networks for power 

distribution, telecommunications, cable-TV, computer LAN or WAN, etc., 

electromagnetic disturbance is increasing the risk of transients entering into these sensitive 

systems. This, in turn, creates a need for more advanced studies to understand the 

characteristics and the consequences of over-voltages and transients on power and 

telecommunications systems. 

Furthermore, experimental observations and theoretical investigations have shown that the 

presence of an elevated strike object, such as a tall tower, could affect substantially 

lightning current and their radiated electromagnetic fields. Most of the studies about 

lightning transient have concentrated on eXtracting information concerning the variation of 

the current signature along the tower taking the return stroke channel as a perfect 

conductor and only a few have l)resellted  the renloc electromagnetic fields predicted by 

the models. Even in the cases where remote electric fields are given, no attempt was made 

to analyze the effects of various transmission line parameters on the return stroke current 

and remote electromagnetic fields. 

Accurate knowledge of the characteristics of electric and magnetic fields produced by 

lightning discharges is needed for studying the elThcis of the potentially deleterious 

coupling of lightning fields to various circuits and systems, for achieving an efficient 

insulation design of electric power networks and for determining electromagnetic 

compatibility requirements of telecommunication systems. 

7 
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1.4 Lightning Return Stroke Models: Literature Review 

Of all the lightning processes, the return stroke is the most energetic and so needs more 

investigation. There are several classes of models for the lightning return stroke, 

depending on the l)111P0se  of the model. I lowever, there is no comprehensive model of the 

lightning return stroke that could reconcile most of the observed characteristics of the 

return stroke. As proposed by Rakov [3], they can be classified as follow: 

I. Gas dynamic or "physical" models which are primarily concerned with the 

radial evolution of a short segment of' the lightning channel and its associated 

shock wave. 

Electromagnetic models that are usually based on a lossy, thin-wire antenna 

approximation to the lightning channel. These models involve a numerical 

solution of Maxwell's equations to find the current distribution along the 

channel from which the remote electric and magnetic fields can be computed. 

Distributed-circuit models that can be viewed as an approximation to the 

4 electromagnetic models described above and that represent the lightning 

discharge as a transient process on a vertical transmission line characterized by 

resistance (R), inductance (L). and capacitance (C), per unit length. 

Engineering models in which a spatial and temporal distribution of the channel 

current (or the channel line charge density) is specified based on such observed 

lightning return stroke characteristics as current at the channel base, the speed 

of the upward-propagating front, and the channel luminosity profile. 

Model which belongs to first category are priniarily used to reproduce physical parameters 

(temperature, pressure, mass density etc.) of the return stroke. Models in second, third and 

fourth categories are mainly used to reproduce the electromagnetic field from a return 

stroke. 

Distributed-circuit models consider the lightning channel to be an R-L-C transmission line 

to]-  which voltage V and current I are solii tons of the telegrapher's equations. In general, 

each of the transmission line parameters replesenting a return stroke channel is a lunction 

of time and space; that is, the transmission line is non linear and non uniform [4]. Even if 

R, L, and C were constant, the application of the R-L-C transmission line model to 

-41 
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lightning is an approximation. Indeed, for a vertical lightning channel with the current 

equivalent return path being the vertical channel image (assuming a perfectly conducting 

ground) the validity of the transverse electromagnetic mode (TEM) assumption is 

questionable, in particular near the return stroke tip where a relatively large longitudinal 

component of electric field is present. USLIa11V. a distributed circuit model of the lightning 

return stroke is postulated without proper analysis of its applicability. 

The Transmission-Line (TL) model [5], the Traveling Current Source (TCS) model [6], 

the Modified TL (MTL) model [7]-[9], and the Diendorfer-Uman (DU) and Diendorfer-

Uman Modified (MDU) models [10], [111, all of these engineering models are popular for 

their simplicity, which permits relating the return stroke current to a channel-base current 

known from measurements in a straightforward way [3]. The analysis of lightning currents 

or electromagnetic fields around a tower struck by lightning have mostly been made 

through modeling the structures by single or cascaded lossless transmission lines, 

specifying surge impedance or reflection and refraction coefficients at their ends [12]-[16]. 

The modeling such conductor systems by transmission lines is correct if the 

electromagnetic field around a conductor is in the TEM mode and their parameters need to 

be determined experimentally or hypothetically. But the transient electromagnetic field 

around a vertical structure is di ufrcn1 from that of the l'EiM mode, which is the basis of 

the equivalent-c ircu it approach. 

To analyze such transient electromagnetic field around a three-dimensional (3D) 

conductor system, application of electromagnetic model are more appropriate than 

approaches based on the circuit theory because they can compute fields at any point 

around the structures without postulating an equivalent circuit. Electromagnetic return 

stroke models based on the representation of the lightning channel as a lossy antenna have 

been proposed by Podgorski and Landt [171 and Moini etal. [18]. These models involve a 

numerical solution of Maxwell's equations using the method of moments (MoM) (e.g., 

Sadiku [19]), which yields the complete solution for channel current including both the 

antenna-mode current and the transmission-line-mode current (e.g., Paul [20]). Very 

recently M. lshii and Y. 13aba applied Electromagnetic model for the analysis of tower 

surge response and show reasonably accepted results [21]. 

9 
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1.5 Electromagnetic Modeling Code 

Lightning is an electromagnetic problem. Due to their unpredictable behavior the only way 

we can measure their behavior mathematically is through the use of numerical estimation 

techniques. For the accurate analysis of such transient electromagnetic field of lightning, 

application of electromagnetic modeling codes are more appropriate. Of many available 

codes, those based on the MoM [221 are probably best suitable for the electromagnetic 

analysis of a tower system. Podgorski and Landt [17], Moini et al. [18] used Thin-Wire 

Time-Domain (TWTD) code 1231, which is based on the method of moments, to analyze 

lightning current and the resultant electric and magnetic fields. The accuracy of the results 

when TWTD is applied to this kind analyzes has not been well investigated. 

Numerical Electromagnetic Code-2 (NEC-2) [24] developed at the Lawrence Livermore 

National Laboratory is another MoM-based electromagnetic modeling code. This code is 

more widely used than TWTD and has been applied to analyze electromagnetic fields 

Ir 
around antennas. There have been several studies related to lightning employing NEC-2. 

l-leidler ci al. [25] used this code to analyze the induced voltages on conductor loops 

illuminated by lightning electromagnetic pulse (EMP). Cristina et al. [26] employed it to 

evaluate the electromagnetic field inside of a building struck by lightning. Chai et al. [27] 

employed this code to study the electromagnetic field inside of a wire-array lightning 

protection system for a launch vehicle when it is struck by lightning. Recently Y. Baba 

and M. Ishii [28] used this code to reproduce the measured current and electromagnetic 

field at CN Tower postulating source voltage waveforms and found a reasonably good 

agreement between computed and experimental results. The effectiveness of NEC-2 in the 

analysis of surge response on vertical conductor niodel was also verified in many works 
0. 

comparing with the experimental results [291-134]. 

In order to solve the very last surge phenomena in a 3D structure as an electromagnetic 

field problem, the 1111'l) method 135 is also currently available as practical choice. 

Furthermore, an imperfectly conducting medium is required to be accurately modeled to 

represent currents in the earth. Comparing the theories of FDTD and MoM, the former is 

more advantageous to handle 3D currents in an imperfectly conducting medium such as 

I () 
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earth soil without any difficulty, even if the medium is nonhomogeneous [36]. On the 

other hand, the latter is more advantageous to accurately represent the thin wire. 

The MoM needs to model only the metal structure of interest, and does not need to model 

the space around it. Long wires are, therefore, easily modeled. This is the advantage 

compared with the FDTD method that may also be applicable to this problem. The MoM 

allows discrete circuit elements to be inserted into a model by simply defining the 

impedance desired on any given wire segment. 

1.6 Objectives of the Work 

The main objective of the work is to increase the knowledge of the characteristics of 

electric and magnetic fields produced by lightning discharges which is needed for studying 

the effects of the potentially deleterious coupling of lightning fields to various circuits and 

systems. This will include the following sub-objectives, but not limited to them. 

-I. 

I. The understanding of the dynamic electromagnetic behavior of lightning. 

To reproduce the current and electromagnetic field as like observed in the 

natural return stroke. 

To understand the characteristics of current and electromagnetic field produced 

by lightning discharge. 

Analysis of the characteristics of electromagnetic field at different distances. 

To show the effect of ground conductivity on currents and electromagnetic 

fields. 

* 6. Analysis of the effects of different lightning current waveform. 

To explain the effects of lightning stroke to tall stnictures. 

To understand the characteristics of electromagnetic fields for first and 

subsequent stroke. 

Reviewing different models, electromagnetic model is chosen for the work and for the 

more accurate result simulation is carried out by electromagnetic modeling codes NEC-2 

-1 
based on MoM and the surge analysis program named VSTL (Virtual Surge Test Lab.) 

based on FDTD method. Because of more computation time, a reduced scale model is 
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considered for FDTD simulation. To examine the validity of our computed result, 

comparison against two experimental results and 171)'FD simulation on reduced scale 

model are shown. 

1.7 Thesis Organization 

All the items listed in the previous section are considered in this thesis. The contents of the 

entire work can he divided into four different parts. First, there is a description of the 

frequency domain and time domain numerical solution techniques of electromagnetic 

problem. This is covered in Chapter 2, with special attention being given to the 

electromagnetic modeling codes: NEC-2 (frequency domain) and VSTL (time domain). 

Assuming that the representation of the lightning return stroke as a current pulse 

propagating along a vertical conductor channel is valid, the effects of different channel 

parameters both on the current and the electromagnetic lields are investigated in Chapter 

3. Here, the effect of different ground electrical parameters, different injected current 

waveforms as well as the effect of subsequent return strokes on the electromagnetic fields 

is considered. 

Chapter 4 presents the analysis of lightning current along the elevated structures and their 

radiated electromagnetic fields at different distances for both the lightning first stroke and 

the subsequent stroke to tall structures. Characteristics of some experimental observation 

and comparison of simulation result with two experimental results are given in this 

chapter. 

Chapter 5 is intended to the FDTD simulation on reduced scale model and to validate the 

accuracy, the comparison is made between the N l( '-2 and I'lYl'l) results. 

Finally, the conclusions and the scopes of the work required in the future are presented in 

Chapter 6. 

It 
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Chapter 2 

Solution Techniques for Electromagnetic Problem 

2.1 Introduction 

Lightning is an electromagnetic problem. Fairly, simple electromagnetic problems can be 

solved by Maxwell's equations of electromagnetism analytically [37]. For more 

complicated electromagnetic problems, numerical techniques are more convenient than 

analytical solutions [38]. The advancement of digital computers' processing power and 

storage capacity since late 1950s   accelerates the development of numerical solutions and 

increases their practical feasibility [37]. Broad class of complex electromagnetic problems 

can be handled via a few time and /or frequency domain numerical techniques. Two most 

widely used numerical techniques: Method of Moments (MoM) and Finite Difference 

Time Domain (FDTD) method are used in this thesis. MoM is one of the most powerful 

techniques in frequency domain where coniplex structure over lossy ground can easily be 

investigated. FDTD is a popular time domain technique where broad band frequency 

behaviors can be obtained via a simulation run. 

For MoM simulations, NEC-2 code, a standard tool for numerical analysis on 

electromagnetic field around antennas, can be applied to the analysis of lightning transient 

This code solves the electric field integral equation (liFIE) using moment method. On the 

other hand, this research work employs the surge analysis program named VSTL (Virtual 

Surge Test Lab.) [39] for FDTD simulation. 

The EFIE used in NEC-2, its derivation and the numerical methods are first outlined in 

this chapter. Guidelines for modeling structures with this code are discussed next to 

inform the operation of this program. Finally liniitations of the program are mentioned. 

Similarly the FDTD ftirmulations used in VSTL is described and then simulation 

procedure of VSTL is outlined. 

13 
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2.2 Frequency Domain rrechulique:  Method of Moments 

Method of Moments is a complicated numerical method. The primary formulation of 

MoM is an appropriate integral equation obtained through the use of Green's functions 

[22]. The technique is based on solving complex integral equations by reducing them to a 

system of linear equations and on applying method of weighted residuals. Actually the 

terms MoM and method of weii.hted residuals are synonymous. It is I larrington 1221, who 

popularized the term MoM in electrical engineering society. His pioneering efforts first 

demonstrated the power and flexibility of this numerica' technique for solving problems in 

electromagnetics. The equation solved by MoM technique is generally a form of the 

electric field integral equation (EFIE) or the magnetic field integral equation (MFIE). Both 

of these equations can be derived from Maxwell's equations. 

2.2.1 Electric Field Integral Equation 

NEC-2 allows using both the electric field integral equation (EFIE) and the magnetic field 

integral equation (MFIE). The former is suited for analysis of thin-wire structures, while 

the latter is suitable for structures having large smooth surfaces. The former can be used to 

analyze voluminous structures by representing surface with wire grids. The derivation of'  

EFIE from Maxwell's equation is given in Appendix A. 

The form of EFIE used in NEC-2 follows an integral representation of the electric field for 

a volume current distribution J [241 

E (,) = 

f 
J.(r').G(r. r')dV'. (2.1) 

where G(r,r') = (k 2 1+VV)g(r,r'), 

g (r, r) = exp( - jk I r 
- 

r') /r - 

k  

17 = f /s0  

14 
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and the time Convention is exp( jail). I is the identity dyad (i + + ), p and 

E. are the permeability and perniittivity of the free space respectively, k is the wave 

number, 77 is the intrinsic impedance which has a value of 120 .71 in the free space and Ui 

is the angular frequency. When the current distribution is limited to the plane of a 

perfectly conducting body, equation (2.1) becomes 

E (r) = 
5 

J 5  (r').G(r, r')dS'. (2.2) 

with i the surface current density. The observation point r is restricted to be off the 

- surface S so that r # r'. If r approaches S as a limit, equation (2.2) becomes 

- ' J ç (r').G(r,r')dS', (2.3) E (r)= 
4,zk 

where the principal value is indicated since g(r,r') is now unbounded. 

An integral equation for the current induced on S by an incident field E jne  can be 

obtained from equation (2.3) and the boundary condition for r E S 

n (r) x [E (r) + E (r )i = 0 , (2.4) 

where n(r) is the unit normal vector of the surface at r and Ecat  is the field due to 

induced current JS  . Substituting equation (2.3) for E$e(,l  yields the integral equation, 

(r) = 
- 

n(r)xf J ç (r').(k 2 1+VV )g(r.r')dS' (2.5) 
4nk S 

The vector integral in equation (2.5) can be i-educed to a scalar integral equation when the 

conducting surface S is the surface of a cylindrical thin wire, thereby making the solution 

much easier. The assumptions applied to a thin-wire, known as thin-wire approximation, 

are as follows: 

I. Transverse currents relative to axial currents on the wire can be neglected. 

The circumferential variation in the axial current can be neglected. 

The current can be represented by a filament on the wire axis. 

The boundary conditions on the electric field need to be enforced in the axial 

direction only. 

These assumptions are valid as far as the wire radius is much less than the wavelength and 

much less than the wire length. From l, 2IIJ  and 31 
 assumptions, the surface current 

density J 5  on a wire of a radius 'a' can be replaced by a filamentary current I, 
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= 2naJ 5  (r) 

where s is the distance parameter along the wire axis at r and . is the unit vector tangent 

to the wire axis at r. Equation (2.5) then becomes 

- n(r)x E (r) = 
- 

n(r)x J l(s')(k'— V )g(r,r')ds', (2.6) 
4nk 

where the integration is over the length of the wire. Enforcing the boundary condition in 

the axial direction reduces equation (2.6) to a scalar equation. 

- . E i., (r) = L 1(s')(k 2' 
- 

(r, r')ds' (2.7) 

Since r'is now the point at s'on the wire axis while ris a point at s on the wire surface 

r - r'l > a and the integrand is bounded. 

This is the basic electric field integral equation at the surface of a thin conducting wire in 

the axial direction reduced to the scalar equation under the restriction of the boundary 

condition given by equation (2.4) in the axial direction. 

The electric field integral equation is easily extended to imperfect conductors by 

modifying the boundary condition from equation (2.4) to 

n(r)x{E E. (r)] = Zc(r)Fn(r)x J(r)1, (2.8) 

where the Z (r) is the surface impedance at r on the conducting surface. For a wire, the 

boundary condition is 

i[Es .at (r)+ E.,ir (r)I = Z1 (s)l(s) , (2.9) 

where ZL  (s) is the impedance per unit length at s. 

2.2.2 Numerical Solution by the Method of Moments 

Method qf Moments is a procedure of reducing integral equations to a system of 

simultaneous linear algebraic equations. The integral equation (2.7) is solved numerically 

in NEC-2 by the Method of Moments. This method applies to a general linear-operator 

equation, 

Lf =e, (2.10) 

-p.  
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where f is an unknown response. e is a known excitation. and L is a linear operator (an 

integral operator in the present case). The unknown function f may be expanded in a sum 

of basis functions, j.1  as 

(2.11) 

A set of equations for the coefficients a are then obutined by taking the inner product of 

equation (2. 10) with a set of weighting functions. { ti', 

<w,Lf >=< w,e> i = 1.2....... N. (2.12) 

Due to the linearity of L, equation (2.11) substituted for f yields, 

< w,Lf j  >< w,e> i = 1,2,..., N . (2.13) 

This equation can be written in matrix form as 

[G][A]= [E]. (2.14) 

where G, < a,., Lf, > , A = O, E1  =< (i), , e >, and is easily solved. 

The solution is then[A]= Gt'1E1. The matrix equation is solved in NEC-2 by Gauss 

elimination technique [401.  The basic step is factorization of the matrix G into the product 

of an upper triangular matrix U and a lower triangular matrix L where 

[G]=[L][u]. (2.15) 

The matrix equation is then 

L} [u] {A]= [E]. (2.16) 

from which the solution, A, is computed in two steps as 

[U {F]= [E], (2.17) 

and 

u] [A]=  F] (2.18) 

Equation (2.17) is first solved for F by forward substitution, and equation (2.18) is then 

solved for A by backward substitution. For the solution of equation (2.7), the inner product 

is defined as 

(f.g) = jf(r)g(r)dS, 
WA- 
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where the integration is over the structure surface. Various choices are possible for the 

weighting function { w1 and basis functions { f i  } . When W1 = fe., the procedure is 

known as Galerkin '5 method. 

In NEC-2, the basis and weighting functions are different, and { W) are chosen as a set 

of delta functions 

(i)(r) = 6  (r - i) 

with { r } a set of points on the conducting surface. The result is a point sampling of the 

integral equations known as the collocation method of solution. Wires are divided into 

short straight segments with a sample point at the center of each segment. 

The choice of basis functions is very important for an efficient and accurate solution. In 

NEC-2, the support of f is restricted to a localized subsection of the surface near {r, }. 

This choice simplifies the evaluation of the inner-product integral and ensures that the 

matrix G will be well conditioned. For finite N. the sum of .f cannot be exactly equal to 

a general current distribution. So, the functiont should be chosen as close as possible to 

the actual current distribution. Some calculations in NEC-2 which are also related to this 

work are as follows: 

1. Current Expansion on Wires 

Wires in NEC-2 are modeled by short straight segments with current on each segment 

represented by three terms a constant sine function and a cosine function. This expansion 

has been shown to provide rapid solution convergence. It has the added advantage that the 

fields of the sinusoidal currents are easily evaluated in a closed form. The amplitudes of 

the constant, sine and cosine ten-i-is are related such that their sum satisfies physical 

conditions on the local behavior of current and charge at the segment ends. 

The total current on segment number j in NEC-2 has the form or the current expansion 

functions in NEC-2 have the form 

I =A +B sink(s—s1 )+C. cosk(s—s). Is ,v J( , (2.19) 

FI 
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where, k = , where s, is the value of s at the center of segmentj and A. is the 

length of segment j. Of the three unknown constants A 1 , B and c;. two are eliminated 

by local conditions on the current leaving one constant, related to the current amplitude, to 

be determined by the matrix equation. The local equations are applied to the current and to 

the linear charge density, q which is related to the current by the equation of continuity 

ai 

as 
(2.20) 

At a junction of two segments with uniform radius, the obvious condition is that the 

current and charge are continuous at the junction. At a junction of two or more segments 

with unequal radii, the continuity of current is generalized to Kirchhoff's current law that 

the algebraic sum of current into the junction is zero. The total charge in the vicinity of the 

junction is assumed to distribute itself on individual wires according to the wire radii, 

neglecting local coupling effects. 

2. Evaluation of the Fields 

The solution requires the evaluation of electric field at each segment due to this current. 

Three approximations of the integral equation kernel are used: 

a thin-wire form for most cases 

an extended thin-wire form for thick wires and 

a current element approximation for large interaction distance 

In each case the evaluation of the field is greatly simplified by the use of formulae for the 

fields of the constant and sinusoidal current components. Studies have been carried out 

considering the thin-wire kernel. 

The accuracy of the thin-wire kernel approximation for a wire of radius a' and length 

'AL' depends on ka and AL / a . Studies have shown that the thin-wire approximation 

leads to error of less than 1% for AL / a greater than 8. Furthermore, in the numerical 

solution of electric field integral equation, the wire is divided into segments less than 

about 0. lÀ in length to obtain the adequate representation of current distribution thus 

restricting ka to be less than about 0.08 
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For the thin-wire kernel, the source current is approximated by a filament on the segment 

axis while the observation point is on the surface of the observation segment. The fields 

are evaluated with the segment on the axis of a local cylindrical co-ordinate system as 

illustrated in Fig. 2.1 below: 

z ;, 

y 

x 

Fig. 2.1. Current filament geometry for thin-wire kernel. 

Then with 

/ 2 1 
G0 =exp(—jkr0)/lb  and r0  =[p +(z — z ) I /2  

the p and z components of the electric field at P due to a sinusoidal current filament of 

arbitrary phase, 

I = sin( kz'— &), z1Kz'(z, 

are E(p,z)= 
2k2 

(z —z)i+IG0  —(z'—z)G0 l, (2.21) 
—.j 

I 

, aG0 a 

)tp azj 

E (p, z) = in [o 
a! 

- 

1aG0  T 
(2.22) 

2k 2 A az 

For a current that is constant over the length of the segment with strength I the fields are 

E(p,z) 
= 

I [IGO ]"
(2.23) 

--_, 

E[(p,z)=L_!J_ 

[aG O ]
Z2

2 -- +kj'G0dz'. (2.24) 
A2k 1 az 
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These field expressions are exact for the specified currents. The integral over z' of G0  is 

evaluated numerically in NEC-2. Substituting sine and cosine currents and evaluating the 

derivatives yields the following equation for the fields. For 

sin kz'  , ), 
I=1 

cos kz'  

—1 I (cosk:' )
+[I—(z—z')2(1+jkro) 

Isinkz' 
E(p,z)=- 2- Gok(zz') . ,---I

2k-
, 
p l — s1nkz r0  jcoskz 

IMM 

I j, (coskz' '\ I j f siiikz')["  E zjr(p, Z ) =-------G0  kl . ,I+I(1+ikro)(z—z')A 2k - - sink: j , coskz )j 

For a constant current of strength I. 

E (p, z) = .i.Qi77P [(l+ jk r )) Go 
 ]Z2 

(2.25) 

p [ 
- ] - !-!L±4k 2 Gdz'. (2.26)E! 1 $  

Despite the seemingly crude approximation, the thin wire kernel does accurately represent 

the effect of wire radius for wires that are sufficiently thin. 

3. Effect of Ground Plane 

The NEC-2 code has three options (or grounds. The most accurate for lossy grounds uses 

the Sommerfeld solution of interaction distances less than one wavelength and asymptotic 

expansion for larger distances. To keel)  the solution time reasonable, a grid of values of 

the Sommerfeld solution is generated and interpolation is used to find specific values. This 

method is presently implemented only for wires in NEC. The solution for a perfectly 

conducting ground is much simpler since the ground may be replaced by the image of the 

currents above it. The third option models a lossy ground by a modified image method 

using the Fresnel plane-wave reflection coetTicients. Although this is far from exact for a 

finite ground, it has been shown to provide useful results for structures that are not too 

near to the ground. 
-r 
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When the Sommerfeld option is used for all antenna over ground the electric field at 1 due 

to the current on a segment is evaluated in three terms as 

E(fl=E0(F)+h, E,(,)+E(F) (2.27) 
k1-  +k; 

2 2 E1  jo 
where k1  = w 

-- , and k; wue0 , 
l\O (OS0) 

are the permeability and permittivity of free space, respectively, p1 ,e are that of 

ground and o1 is the conductivity of ground. E1, is the direct field of the segment in the 

absence of ground. and E, is the field of the image of the segment reflected in a perfectly 

conducting ground. The field E. is due to the Sommerfeld integrals. The detail of the 

analysis is given in ref. [24]. 

2.3 Numerical Electromagnetic Code-2 (NEC-2) 

The Numerical Electromagnetic ('ode (NEC-2) is a program written in FORTRAN for the 

analysis of the electromagnetic response of metal structures particularly antennas by 

employing Method of Moments. The code needs to model the metal structure of interest. 

A model may include non-radiating networks and transmission lines connecting parts of 

the structure, perfect or imperfect conductors, and lumped-element loading. A structure 

may also be modeled over a ground plane that may be either a perfect or imperfect 

conductor. 

Any metallic object is assumed to be a superposition of small segments on which the 

current distributions are of interest. The excitation may be either voltage sources on the 

structure or an incident plane wave. The MoM is to determine the current on every 

segment due to the source and all the other current by numerically solving the integral 

equation. This approach avoids many of the simplifying assumptions required by other 

solution methods and provides a highly accurate and versatile tool for electromagnetic 

analysis. Once the currents are known, the fields at any point in space are determined from 

the sum of the contributions of all the wire segments. The output may include induced 

currents and charges, near electric or magnetic fields, and radiated fields. 
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NEC-2 is the latest release of the progiani which is run in Linux operating system and is 

compiled by Gnu Fortran 77 compiler. This code was developed at the Lawrence 

Livermore National Laboratory, California, under the sponsorship of the Naval Ocean 

Systems Center and the Air Force Weapons Laboratory. Although the latest version is 

NEC-4 [41], it is available only to the citizens of the United States and Canada, or to the 

users who are licensed from Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. 

Therefore, the author employs NEC-2 developed in 1980 that is now available. The 

information on the history and availability of the NEC-2 codes is found in Appendix B. 

2.3.1 Structure Modeling Guidelines 

The basic devices for modeling structures with the NEC code are short, straight segments 

for modeling wires and flat patches for modeling surfaces. An antenna and any other 

conducting objects in its vicinity that affect its performance must be modeled with strings 

of segments following the paths of wires and with patches covering surfaces. Proper 

choice of the segments and patches for a model is the most critical step to obtaining 

accurate results. The number of segments and patches should be the minimum required for 

accuracy; however, since MoM is based on the calculation of currents on small segments 

and since it is formulated as a matrix system, the memory and the computation time 

requirements drastically increase as the number of segment increases. Guidelines for 

choosing segments and patches are given below and should be followed carefully by 

anyone using the NEC code. Experience gained by using the code will also aid the user in 

developing models. 

A wire segment is defined by the coordinates of' its two end points and its radius. 

Modeling a wire structure with segments involves both geometrical and electrical factors. 

Geometrically, the segments should follow the paths of conductors as closely as possible, 

using a piece-wise linear fit on curves. 

The main electrical consideration is segment length AL relative to the wavelength A. 

Generally, A L should be less than about 0. I A at the desired frequency. Somewhat longer 

segments may be acceptable on long wires with no abrupt changes while shorter segments, 
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0.05 A or less, may be needed in modeling critical regions of an antenna. The size of the 

segments determines the resolution in solving for the current on the model since the 

current is computed at the center of each segment. Extremely short segments, less than 

about 10 3 X, should also be avoided since the similarity of the constant and cosine 

components of the current expansion leads to numerical inaccuracy. 

The wire radius, a, relative to A is limited by the approximations used in the kernel of the 

electric field integral equation. Two approximation options are available in NEC-2: the 

thin-wire kernel and the extended thin-wire kernel. In the thin-wire kernel, the current on 

the surface of a segment is reduced to a filament of current on the segment axis. In the 

extended thin-wire kernel, a current uniformly distributed around the segment surface is 

assumed. The field of the current is approximated by the first two terms in a series 

expansion of the exact field in powers of a 2 . The first term in the series, which is 

independent of a, is identical to the thin-wire kernel while the second term extends the 

accuracy for larger values of a. Higher order approximation are not used because they 

would require excessive computation time. 

In either of these approximations, only currents in the axial direction on a segment are 

considered, and there is no allowance for variation of the current around the wire 

circumference. The acceptability of these approximations depends on both the value of 

a/A and the tendency of the excitation to produce circumferential current or current 

variation. Unless 2iia/A is much less than I. the validity of these approximations should 

be considered. 

The accuracy of the numerical solution for the dominant axial current is also dependent on 

AL/a. It must be greater than about 8 to limit errors less than 1%, since small values of 

AL/a may result in extraneous oscillations in the computed current near free wire ends, 

voltage soUrces, or lumped loads. Use of the extended thin-wire kernel will extend the 

limit on AL! a to smaller values than are permissible with the normal thin-wire kernel. 

Studies of the computed field on a segment due to its own current have shown that with 

the thin-wire kernel, with the extended thin-wire kernel, Deltala may be as small as 2 for 

the same accuracy. In the current solution with either of these kernels, the error tends to be 
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less than for a single field evaluation. Reasonable current solutions have been obtained 

with the thin-wire kernel for Al. I a down to about 2 and with the extended thin-wire 

kernel for AL/a down to 0.5. \Vlien a model includes segments with AL/a less than 

about 2, the extended thin-wire kernel option should be used. When the extended thin-wire 

kernel option is selected, it is used at free wire ends and between parallel, connected 

segments. The normal thin-wire kernel is always used at bends in wires, however. Hence, 

segments with small AL / a should be avoided at bends. Use of a small Al. / a at a bend. 

which results in the center of one segment falling within the radius of the otlìer segment, 

generally leads to severe error. 

The current expansion used in NEC enforces conditions on the current and charge density 

along wires, at junctions, and at wire ends. For these conditions to be applied properly, 

segments that are electrically connected must have coincident end points. If segments 

intersect other than at their ends, the NEC-2 code will not allow current to flow from one 

segment to the other. Segments will be treated as connected if the separation of their ends 

is less than about 101 times the length of the shortest segment. When possible. however. 

identical coordinates should be used for connected segment ends. 

The angle of the intersection of wire segments in NEC-2 is not restricted in any manner. In 

fact, the acute angle may be so small as to place the observation point on one wire 

segment within the volume of another wire segment. Numerical studies have shown that 

such overlapping leads to meaningless results: iluis, as a minimum, one must ensure that 

the angle is large enough to prevent overlaps. Even with such care, the details of the 

current distribution near the intersection may not be reliable even though the results for the 

current may be accurate at distances from this region. 

Wire-grid modeling of conducting surfaces has been used with varying success. The 

earliest applications to the computation of radar cross sections and radiation patterns 

provided reasonably accurate results. Even coniputations for the input impedance of 

antennas driven against grid models of surfaces have obtentinies exhibited good agreement 

with experiments. 
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However, broad and eeiieializcd uideIiiies for near-field quantities have not been 

developed, and the use of wire-grid modeling for near-field parameters should be 

approached with caution. A single wire grid, however, may represent both surfaces of a 

thin conducting plate. The current on the grid will be the sum of the currents that would 

flow on opposite SiteS Of the plate. Vlii Ic information oii the currents on the individual 

surfaces is lost the grid will \ield the correct radiated fields. 

Other rules For the segiiieiit model ate as Follows: 

Segments (or patches) may not overlap since the division of current between 

two overlapping segments is indeterminate. Overlapping segments may result 

in a singular matrix equation. 

A large radius change between connected segments may decrease accuracy; 

particularly, with small Al./a . The problem may be reduced by making the 

radius change in steps over several segments. 

A segment is required at each point where a network connection or voltage 

source will be located. This may seem contrary to the idea of an excitation gap 

as a break in a wire. A continuous wire across the gap is needed, however, so 

that the required voltage drop can be specified as a boundary condition. 

The two segments on each side of a charge density discontinuity voltage source 

should be panillel and have the same length and radius. When this source is at 

the base of a segment connected to a ground l)lam'te, the segment should be 

vertical. 

The number of wires joined at a single junction cannot exceed 30 because of a 

dimension limitation in the code. 

When wires are parallel and very close together. the segments should be 

aligned to avoid incorrect current perturbation from offset match point and 

segment junctions. 

Although extensive tests have not been conducted, it is safe to specify that 

wires should be several radii apart. 
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2.3.2 Program Input and Program Control 

The structure of the main program is shown in the flow charts of Figs. 2.2 and 2.3 where 

Fig. 2.2 represents the first half of the code as input section. Any of the types of data cards 

(CP. EN, EX. FR, ON. NE. PT. XQ etc.) may be read at this section to set parameters or to 

request execution of the solution part (Fig. 2.3) of the code. 

Numerical Read and print comments 
Greens 
Function data 

Read structure data 

Allocate matrix storage 
when NGF is used 

Read dal a card 

NX card? 
Yes 

Yes Stop 

No 

EN card ? 
______ 

Branch to section for particular  
card, store parameters I 

Calculation 
iest? L 

 Go to B 
1.3 

No 

Fig. 2.2. Flow diagram of NEC-2 main program input section. 

hi 
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Allocate matrix stroge 
when NGF is not used 

Compute interact ion mat lix 
and decompose into LU 

Set excitation array I 

Solve for current 

Compute input power, 
efficiency, etc. 

Compute near field, radiated 
field (if requested) 

Go to A 
FiQ. 2.2 

Fig. 2.3. Flow diagram of NEC-2 main program computation section. 

Input data files can be written by any text editor. An input data files has several lines. Each 

line represents either input data or program control. The sample input data deck to NEC-2, 

which is for an impulse voltage measuring system as illustrated in Fig. 2.4, is shown in 

Table I.I. For this example, the resistance divider of 3.3 in in height is divided into 6 

segments of 0.55 in. 

The input data deck must begin with comment lines Cvl'. The comment lines are 

terminated by 'CE'. A line starting wi ili GW represents a cylindrical straight wire. The 

number next to 'GW' is a tag number assigned to all segments of wire. The one next to it 

is the number of segments into which the wire is divided. The decimal numbers next to 

them are the coordinates of the \vI re ends ind the rudius of I he wire (v1 . v . .v. i) 

Note that the unit is in meters. 

¶ 

-4. 
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. in 
3.3rn_______ 

Dapmirig Resistance 
Re.sistance Divider 

50fl 
Voltage Source\ / 
1000 V 

::.:.... Pe Conth'tcthig Orøud..::.:::.:.:.:.:.:.: 

Fig. 2.4. An impulse voltage measuring system subjected to analysis as example. 

Table 1.1 

Sample input data to NEC-2 

CM IM1'ULSE VOLTAGE MEASURING SYSTEM 

CM N=512 AT= 2.5E-09 SEC 

CE PERFECTLY CONDUCTING GROUND IS USED 

GW 1 6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.3 0.0025 

GW 2 6 0.0 0.0 3.3 3.3 0.0 3.3 0.0025 

GW 3 6 3.3 0.0 3.3 3.3 0.0 0.0 0.0025 

GEL 

GNI 

LD4 1 2 2 5() 

LD 4 3 1 6 1500.() 

FR 0 257 0 0 7.813E-01 7.813E-01 

EX 0 1 1 00 1000.0 0.0 

PTO 3 6 

XQ 

EN 

The following two lines. GE l'and GN 1'. indicate a perfectly conducting ground exists 

at z = 0, i.e. by this commands, images below ground are generated. The 9Ih  and lO lines 

- beginning with 'LD' specify the impedance loading. The 91h  line indicates that the second 
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segment of the set of segments whose tag number is 1 is loaded by resistance of 50 . 

Similarly, the 10th  line indicates that each of the l segments through 6(11  segments of the 

set of segments having tag number of 3 is loaded by 1500 . respectively. 

In the line startiniz with I R' . the heqiii'iicv iaiiLe is specified as 0.7813 Ml l'. to 

200 MHz with the linear increment step of 0.78 13 MHz. In the line of 'EX', the 

excitation for the structure is specified. In this case. a voltage source generating 1000 volts 

is inserted into the I segment of the set of segments having tag number of I. By the line 

beginning with 'PT', currents for the 6111  segment of the set of segments whose tag number 

is 3 are printed. The last two commands: 'XQ' and 'EN' are commands of program 

execution and end. respecti 'el y. 

For the present analysis the author uses At = 0. 1 s, and the corresponding frequency will 

be as follows: 

Frequency f 
= 512 1 Al Hz = 

1 

512 x0.1x10 
Hz= 19.53kHz 

Now the wavelength A = . where c is the velocity of light and .1.  is the frequency. 

So, the wavelength A = 
' 

. meter = 15360.98 metci' 
19.53 x 10,  

Now the value of AL must be within 10A !~ AL !~ 0. IA. Here, the limiting range for AL 

becomes 15.36 in :!~ AL 5 1536 in. ('onvencionilly, the author uses Al, = 25 in, which is 

vithin the liinit. 

When modeling complex structures with Icatures not previously encountered, accuracy 

may be checked by comparison with reliable experimental data if available. Alternatively, 

it may be,  possible to develop all idealized model for which the correct results can be 

estimated while retaining the critical features of the desired model. The optimum model 

for a class of structures cart be estimated by varying the segment and patch density and 

observing the effect on the results. Some dcpemidence of results on segmentation will 

always be found. A large dependence, however, would indicate that the solution has not 

converged and more segments or patches should be used. A model will generally be usable 
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over a band of frequencies. For &equcncies beyond the upper limit of a particular model, a 

new set of geometry cards must be input with a finer segmentation. 

Several options are available in NEC-2 for modeling an antenna over a ground plane. For 

a perfectly conducting ground, the code generates an image of the structure reflected in the 

ground surface. The image is exactly equivalent to a perfectly conducting ground and 

results in solution accuracy comparable to that for a free-space model. Structures may be 

close to the ground or contacing it in this case. However, for a horizontal wire with radius 

a, and height Ii to the wire axis. I li + a I'' should be greater than about 10' 

wavelengths. Furthermore. the height should be at least several times the radius for the 

thin-wire approximation to be valid. 

A finitely conducting ground can be modeled by Sommerfeld-Norton approximation. It 

should be noted that NEC-2 can model wires over Jossy ground but it cannot model wires 

buried in the ground. Although NEC-4, the latest version of the NEC-MoM codes, can 

model buried wires. 

NEC-2 numerically solves the electric field integral equation in the frequency domain by 

the moment method. To get the time-varying response, Fourier transform and inverse 

Fourier transform are used as shown in Fig. 2.5. 

Geornelr', 3ource 
ourcWe1or InprJ.3r, etc. 

1 

NEC-2 

FI 

NV- FFT 

Current Waveform 

l. 
Fig. 2.5. Flow of the solution using NEC-2. 
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2.4 Time Domain Technique: Finite Difference Time Domain 

Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) is a popular electromagnetic modeling technique. 

It is easy to understand. easy to iiii1fleniew in sot tware. and since it is a time domain 

technique it can cover a wide frequency range with a single run. 

The FDTD method be tongs in the genera I class of differential ti tile domai n numerical 

modeling methods. Maxwell's equations (differential lorm) are simply modified to 

central-difference equations. disc iii ized. and i iiipleineiilcd in suUvare. The equat ions are 

solved in a leap-frog manner, that  is. the electric field is solved at a given instant in time, 

then the magnetic field are solved at the next instant in time, and the process is repeated 

over and over again. The FDTD method divides the space of interest (computational 

domain) into cubic cells. The E and H fields will be determined at every point within the 

computational domain. The material of each cell must be specified. Typically, the material 

will be either free-space (air), metal (perfect electrical conductor (PEC)), or dielectrics, 

any material can be used, as long as the pernieabi lily. permittivity, and conductivity can be 

specified. 

Since FDTD requires that the entire computational domain be gridded, and these grids 

must be small compared to the smallest wavelength and smaller than the smallest feature 

in the model. \'ery large computational domain can lie developed which result in very long 

solution times. Models with bug. ih ii teat ujics are di Ificult to model in FlYl'l) because of 

the excessively large counputatuotual dounauti required. 

The processing speed and the memory capacity of computers have rapidly been 

progressing, and the FDTD method that solves the Maxwell's equations by the method of 

difference becomes a practical choice in the field of antenna analysis 1351, [421. At 

present, even a personal computer call lie used for the FDTD analysis. and this 

ciicumstance occurs to the authors to analyze the lightning electromagnetic fields by the 

FDTD method. 
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2.4.1 FDTD Formulation 

The Maxwell's equations in the Cartesian coordinates are as follows assuming no 

anisotropic andlor dispersive medium in the space of interest. 

oE  
VxE=_1i!-!-, (2.28) 

at at 

VH=0 (2.29) 
F 

-71 where E: electric field, 1-1: magnetic field, p: charge density, : permittivity, ,u: 

permeability, a : conductivity, and all the quantities are in MKSA units. Discretizing the 

analysis space by a small length As in all the directions, the space is filled with cubes of 

which the sides are As , and the cube is called "cell". Assume that the number of divisions 

of the analysis space along the .v coordinate is N,, along the y coordinate N,,., and along 

the z coordinate N.. The analysis space is given by the following range. 

x=iAs.(0!~i:5N,,).Y =jv.(0!~j:!~N,), 

= kAs. (0 :5 k :5 N. (2.30) 

Equation (2.28) includes derivatives with respect to position x, Y. z, and time t. In the 

FDTD formulation, representing values of electric and magnetic fields in a cell is 

configured by turns as shown in Fig. 2.6. and this yields the replacement of the derivatives 

with respect to x, v, and z in (2.2$) with the following central difference. 

af(x) f(.v + A.r/2) - f(v - v/2) 
( 3) 

(JX As - . - 

In the above equation,f is a component of E or H. and the same equation is valid also toy 

and z. 

The same central difference shown in the lollowing equation replaees the derivatives with 

respect to time in (2.28). assuming that electric fields are calculated at time steps 

= nAt (n = 0, 1, ...) and magnetic fields at i = (n + 1 / 2)Ai (n = 0, 1. ...) by turns. 

af(t) 1(1 + At/2) - .1(1 - At/2) 
(2.32) 

at - At 

10. 
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L. 
position of P 

x =  iAS 

y = jzs 
z = kAs 

Fig. 2.6. ('onfiguraiion of electric and magnetic fields in cell. 

Applying (2.31) and (2.32) to (2.28) yields the following difference equations (e.g. 

E(i+1/2,j,k)represents x component electric field at position x=(i+1/2)As, 

y = js, z = kAs, and at time i = nAt. and the other components are expressed in the 

same manner). A detail of the FDTI) formulation is given in Appendix C. 

= H v(JL)  - K, { E JJ , - E (lJk  } - { E~1  - E ( , Jk , } 1 (2.33) 

= H 1  - K 1 [( E (1kI)  - E (IJk)  ) - - E Jll k)  } I (2.34) 

11+- Ii-- 

"z(i.j.k) = H. k)  - K,j { E 
- iii. j.L) } - (E lJ+I k )  - } J (2.35) 

E1Jk) = K E (IJk)  + K, I { H 
I 

,i --- 

- 

I 

 1l 1,2 > 
I 

F- 

- 
H 12. 1 )] (2.36) 

E' Jk)  

I 

= K 1  E (/Jk)  + K, [ ( H 
:.(jk) 

I 

- ':(ijk-I) } - { H zj.k) - 

I 

H IJk)  } 1 (2.37) 

EJk) 

I 

= K E IJk)  + K, [{ Hk) 

I 

"v(iI.j.k) } 

I 

- { - 

I 
11+- 

H (2.38) 

In the deiivation of the above equations, an approximation aE' 2  a{ Eli_I  + E" } / 2 is 

used, and coefficients K 1 . K,, and K 1  are given by the following equations. 

oAt 

K 1 =, K,=!_ . K.=-.--- 
At 

(2.39) 
0-At t5 (7At LiAr 1+ 1+--- 
2c 211 
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Equations (2.33) -- (2.38) are the FDTD lormulas of' the Maxwell's equations, and 

transient fields are obtained by calculating electric and magnetic fields by turns at time 

intervals At/ 2. Although (2.29) is not explicitly formulated, it can be proved that (2.33) - 

(2.38) automatically satisfies (2.29) [Appendix C]. 

2.4.2 Time Step and Space Step 

Equations (2.33) - (2.38) are considered as numerical integration, and stable integration is 

performed if the following condition is satisfied (Courants condition) [36]. 

At/ j7:5 As/-I (2.40) 

On the other hand, the grid dispersion error is minimized when the above relation is 

equated. Thus, the following formula is used in all calculations in this thesis to determine 

time step interval At from user defined space step As 

At =AsJie/3(1—a) (2.41) 

a is a small positive value speci lied by a user in order to prevent instahi lit)' of the 

numerical integration due to round-off error in (2.33) —(2.41). 

2.5 General Surge Analysis Program: VSTL 

This research work employs the surge analysis program named VSTL (Virtual Surge Test 

Lab.) based on the above FDTD method. VSTL has been developed by Noda et ci. [39] 

from scratch at Central research institute of electric power industry (CRIEPI) since late 

1999, and continuous development is being carried out. VSTL is one of the registered 

programs of CR[EPI which are availahle to Japanese electric power utilities and to non-

profitable research groups in the world. By use of the FDTD method, the developed 

program is inherently able to take into account the geometrical features of a simulated 

structure, unlike electromagnetic transient program (EMTP)-type circuit-based transient 

programs. Thus, the program is advantageous to solve both the following problem types: 

Surge propagation on a three-dimensional circuit (3D skeleton structure). 

Surge propagation inside a hiec-diincnsiona1 1111pCITCCIIV conducting niediun 

such as earth soil. 
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The method of moments (MoM) also numerically solves the Maxwell's equations (22], 

and NEC-2 is a well-known program based on MoM 1 241. Although NEC-2 el'ficiently 

solves the type (I) problems. it Cannot solve the type (2) ones except very simple cases, 

because the handling of three-dimensional cunent distribution in the imperfectly 

conducting medium is complicated [43]. On the other hand. FDTD is inherently able to 

solve both the problem types efficiently. One weak point of FDTD is the treatment of a 

thin wire. Thus, a field correction method to accurately treat the radius of the thin wire is 

proposed in [39] and implemented in VSl'l. ("thin wire" is defined a wire of which the 

radius is smaller than the size of a discretize(j cell). 

2.5.1 Thin Wire Representation 

If the space step were chosen to be small enough to represent the shape of wire's cross 

section, an accurate representation would he possible. However, it requires impractical 

computational resources at this moment. In antenna simulations, the thin wire mainly used 

to represent an antenna element-the most important part. In surge analysis, it is also 

important to represent power lines, steel frames, and so on. 

Umashankar et al. [44] proposed a method to represent the radius of a thin wire with a 

reasonably large As . by correcting adjacent magnetic fields around the wire. It is reported 

in [451 that this method is valid for the calculation of radiated fields by ,in antenna. 

However. limashankar's method does not gi e accurate surge i inpedance [461. 

In VSTL. thin wire represcniaiioii corrects both the adjacent electric and magnetic fields 

around the wire according to its radius and gives accurate surge impedance [46]. Fig. 

2.7(a) shows a wire with radius r placed in the z direction, and the pernlittivity and 

permeability of the space are and ji . Fig. 2.7(h) is the cross section of the wire with the 

adjacent four electric fields, and Fig 2.7(c) with the adjacent four magnetic fields. 

In the FDTD analysis. the basic concept of thin wire representation is forcing the electric 

field along the center line of the wire to he zero. and E. components are forced to zero in 

this case. In order to take into account the effect of the thin-wire radius r. the VSTL uses 
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the following corrected permittivity to calculate the adjacent four electric fields E 1  E,, 

E 1  and E, in equations (2.33) - (2.35). 

= lilE. ( t : pernlittivity of medium) (2.42) 

And the following corrected permeability to calculate the adjacent four magnetic fields 

H 1  H 1  I-i and II 
. 

in equations (2.36) - (2.38). 

= p / in. (p : permeability of medium) (2.43) 

where the correction factor in is given by 

1.471 
(2.11) 

lii(\.c/ ,•) 

1 
r z direction 

1-1 
thin wire 

(a) 

y1 

x2 x1 

............ 

£!.......... 

l Z) T -Y 
"y2 

T2- 

— - 

(h) (c) 

Fig. 2.7. Thin wire and configuration of adjacent electric and magnetic fields. 

2.5.2 Boundaries and Earth Plane 

Each boundary of the analysis space can independently he defined as a perfectly-

conducting plane or an absorbing plane. The perfectly conducting plane can easily be 

represented by forcing the tangential components of electric fields at the boundary to he 

zero. The second-order Liao's method 1471 is used to represent the absorbing plane, 

because it is more accurate and requires less memory compared with other methods. An 
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open space can be assumed h) apply lug the absorbu lug plauie to all the boundaries of the 

analysis space. 

The goal of lightning analysis is usually to find the solution for a 3D skeleton structure 

above either an imperfectly or perfectly-conducting earth. In thc FDTD calculation, the 

representation of the conducting earth with arbitrary resistivity p,. can be, accomplished by 

setting the value of (i in (2.39) to I in the region dehned as the earth soil. 

The geometrical shape of most power equipments can be represented by a combination of 

several rectangular-paral Iclepiped objects, and thus, a rectangular-parallelepiped 

conductor model is available in VSTL The rectangular-parallelepiped conductor is simply 

modeled by forcing the tangential electric fields on its surface to be zero. 

2.5.3 Localized Voltage and Current Sources 

Unlike the static electric fields, the transient electric fields do not satisfy V xE = 0. Thus, 

in the analysis of transient fields, the voltage or the voltage differences do not make sense 

in general. But, if we take note of an electric field component of a cell, the voltage 

difference across a side of the cell can reasouiahly be defined as V Et\.v, because waves 

of which the wave length is shorter than A = 2As do not present in the FI)TI) calculation 

due to the bandwidth limitation of Ar . Therefore, we can model a localized voltage source 

by forcing an electric field component at a specified position in a specified direction to be 

a specified waveform. 

For example, in ouder to place a voltage source of vhi iclu the waveloriuu is gi veuu by 

V' = V(nAt) at .v = jAr. v = js. Z = (k + l/2)s in the z direction, the following 

equation is used to force the electric lelcl value. 

E 1 (IJk+I/2) = —{W - RI 
'-112 } / As (2.45) 

where R is the internal resistance of the voltage source specified by a user (it can be set to 

zero), and current I is given by the following equation as shown in Fig. 2.8. 

,, 1/2 1/2 1 = { 11 i.jI2.A/ w,I/2.ki)I v)iI1.jLl/2) Il / , J11/) }A•V (2.46) 
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I 1I.(i-1/2, j, k+1/2) 

------------ 
H(i, j-1/2, k+1/2) 

1-4(1, j+1/2, k+I/2) 

I-I(i+I/2, j, k+1/2) E(i,j, k+1/2) 

Fig. 2.8. Calculation of current by Ampere's Law. 

In the case of a current source, hcciitise current itsel I.  is a general quantity even in the 

transient fields, it can be modeled by niodi I ying an electric field component at a specified 

position in a specified direction as in the following example. In order to place a current 

source of which the waveform is given by I" = /(nAt) at x = iAs, y = js. 

z = (k + 1/2)As in the z direction. the following term is added to (2.35). 

- 

A,/ ,::. (2.47) 

l+ 
L\s 

'1 

where a = I /(Rs), and 1? is the internal resistance of the current source specified by a 

user (also, it can be set to zero). 

2.5.4 Calculation Procedure and Output 

The flow chart of the calculation procedur' of \'STI . is shown in Fig. 2.9. The entire 

electric field is calculated by the equations (2.36)-(2.38) and the entire magnetic field by 

equations (2.33)-(2.34). Localized voltage differences and current intensities at a specified 

position in a specified direction are included in the Output of VSTL. The waveform of the 

localized voltage difference is calculated by V = EAs. and that of the current intensity by 

(2.46). Animation of electric or magnetic field distribution in an arbitrary section is also 

included in the output. This type of display is extreiiiely useful to understand exactly what 

is going on in the model, and to help insure that the model is working correctly. Electric 

field strength is calculated as the root-mean-square value of the two tangential components 

in the section, and magnetic field strength as the absolute value of the normal component 

in the section. The visualization is carried out by transferring data to MATLAB. 
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Calculate E at the boundary planes 

I Calculate the entire E 

Force E at the center line of thin wires 
to be zero. and calculate I? around the 
wires with modified Dermittivity InC 

Force 1? to be zero on the surface of 
rectangular parallelepiped objects 

Calculate E at localized voltage sources 
and localized current sources 

I Output E and localized V I 

t=t+At/2 

I Calculate the entire H 

Calculate H around the thin wires with 
modified permeability jtJm 

I Output H and localized 

NO . ttt/2  

YES 

S'l'OP 

Fig. 2.9. Calculation procedure of piogiLin VSTL. 
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Chapter 3 

Lightning Return Stroke to Ground 

3.1 Introduction 

According to various simple and widely used lightning return stroke models, the lightning 

return stroke can be treated as a crirreill pulse originating at ground level and traveling 

along the leader channel with constant velocity without attenuation and dispersion. One 

would obtain the same result if the return stroke were treated as a current wave 

propagating along the channel of perfect electrical conductor with the current injection 

point at ground level. In reality, the leader channel has a certain resistance. Moreover, 

experimental results show that the propagation velocity of this current wave is less than 

the light velocity [48], [491 The main purpose of this chapter is to simulate the return 

stroke as a current waveform propagating along a perfect channel with current injection at 

the base of the channel, and to study how the predicted properties of the model vary as the 

simplilications are removed one by one thus bringing the model closer to the reality. 

Moreover, how the ground conductivity al'fects the propagation of current along the 

channel and the lightning electromagnetic fields are shown. 

With different methodologies. di !Ireiit input data are involved in the lightning analysis: 

one ot them is related to the liHitiiiiu eirrent usd1' (e.'... peak value, I me-to-peak and rate 

of rise) [50]. The effect of different current waveshapes is also investigated in the present 

chapter. 

3.2 Model of the Analyzing System 

In the present section, a model o! I ightniiig channel to be used in the following sections is 

studied. To simulate the lossy channel and the slower propagation velocity of a return 

stroke current pulse, a vertical conductor loaded uniformly by series resistance and 

inductance is employed. Fig. 3.1 shows the channel of 1500 in in length which is firstly, 

taken as perfect electrical conductor and then loaded by series resistance and inductance 

7 
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step by step. To simulate the source of lightning return stroke current a pulse generator 

(PG) having internal resistance oF 400 Q is placed at the ground level. For the numerical 

analysis, the conductor is divided into cylindrical segments of 25 in in length and 0.3 in in 

radius. 

1500m 

PG 

  

Timo sec 

Fig. 3.1. Model for the analysis of light-

ning return stroke to ground. 

Fig. 3.2. Waveform of voltage source to 

simulate the lirst return stroke. 

3.3 Representing the Leader Channel as a Perfect Conductor 

Assume that the leader channel is a perfect conductor. During the return stroke a current 

pulse is injected into this conductor from the ground end of the leader channel. This 

current pulse will propagate along the channel with the speed of light without any 

distortion or attenuation. The current waveform injected at the base of the channel is 

assumed to be identical to the current wavek)rm postulated by Y. Baba and M. lshii [281 

which is shown in Fig. 3.2. This vavefrm is used to simulate the first return stroke. 

Fig. 3.3 shows the calculated waveforms of a propagating current wave along the perfect 

channel. The available experimental data indicate that with increasing height the 

amplitude of the optical signature decreases and its rise time increases [51]. Since in 

electrical sparks, the optical signature is strongly correlated to the current waveform [52], 

both in amplitude and the shape of the rising part, the above observation indicates that the 

1 peak current of the return stroke decreases with height while its rise time increases. 
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A 

25 
Channel Resistance=O Ohm/rn 

20- 
Channel  

GOOm 
1200m 

Trriio ILSOC 

Fig. 3.3. Current along the lightning chaiitiei of perfect conductor. 

The solid lines of Fig. 3.4 show the computed waveforms of vertical electric fields at 

distance of 50 iii, 2 krn, and 100 km from tile struck point. The solid lines of Fig. 3.5 show 

that of azimuthal magnetic field. Downward electric field is defined positive in this work, 

following the atmospheric field convention. Observe that the electric field at 50 m is 

mainly electrostatic, the electric f ield at 100 km is mainly radiation and the electric field at 

2 km is a combination of static. uiduction and radiation. The transient vertical electric field 

component depends on the return stroke current and the static component depends on the 

electric charge configuration. The magnetic fields have only the induction and radiation 

terms rather than the static component. l)istant electric and magnetic fields have 

essentially identical waveshapes. 

It is worth mentioning that the contribution ot the various components of the electric and 

magnetic fields depends strongly on the distance to the observation point. At closer 

observation points (less than a few hundred meters), the radiation-term contribution to the 

field magnitude is small compared to contributions from the static and induction terms. 

However, at distances beyond some tens of kilometers, the contribution of the radiation 

term will become predominant and the static and induction terms will have a negligible 

effect 1531. 

Let us now consider the features of the model for simulated electric and magnetic fields at 

50 m and compare them with the available experimental data. As the work studied, may be 

no information is available today on the electric fields at 50 in generated by natural return 

stroke. However, experimental data is available for subsequent return strokes in rocket- 
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triggered lightning [54]. 1'his experimental data shows that the electric held at 50 in rises 

to its peak value in a tv microseconds and then remains more or less constant with 

increasing time. 
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Fig. 3.4. Vertical electric field for 

different channel resistance at (a) 50 ni (b) 

2 km and (c) 100 km from the lightning 

channel in case of ground stroke. 

Time I sscc I 

(c) 

Fig. 3.5. Azimuthal magnetic field for 

different channel resistance at (a) 50 m (b) 

2 km and (c) 100 km from the lightning 

channel in case of ground stroke. 
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In ref. [53] there are examples of' the measured electric and magnetic fields at distances 

from 1 km to 200 km from the lightning channel for both the first and subsequent return 

strokes. In order to validate the model with the measured electromagnetic fields at 

intermediate distances this work has presented the simulated electromagnetic fields at 2 

km and 100 km and this will be compared with the measurenients. A typical example of 

the measured electric and magnetic fields at 2 km is shown in Fig. 3.6 [53]. 

R Mn j) 

Sse_O• .- 

300 V. in 

0 50 100 10 0 
Time [ Its  I 

[) = 2.() liii 

(a) 

L 
2 lO 

\Vb/in 2  r 
I 

0 50 100 
Time [ ;ts  1 
[) = 2.0 kin 

(b) 

Fig. 3.6. Typical example of (a) electric and (b) magnetic field at 2 km for first (solid line) 

and subsequent (dotted line) return strokes in case of stroke at ground level [53]. 

Consider the electric lields at 2 km. From Fig. 3.4 (b) the field at 2 km is characterized by 

a last rising part mainly due to (he radiation component, one or two subsidiary peaks 

followed by a ramp increase due to static term. In the case of ideal transmission line, the 

far field composed of radiation component has the same shape as that of the current 

waveform [55]. As the initial part of field waveform at 2 km is dominated by the radiation 

components; therefore by using the relationship of the TL model, the peak value of the 

current propagating tip the vertical conductor can be estimated from the peak field values. 

The estimated peak current from the vertical electric field of' Fig. 3.4 (h) is 20.7 kA, 

forvc. This result roughly assures the validity of the numerical analysis with NEC-2. 

The small difference between the two estimated values may comes from that the fields at 

the distance of 2 km from the lightning channel is not pure radiation fields. Now let us see 

the magnetic field behavior at 2 km. The main features are that unlike the electric field it 

1' has one subsidiary peak after which the field decreases. 
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Significant amount of information is available on the characteristics of radiation fields 

generated by lightning flashes [53], [56]. Fig. 3.7 provides example of the radiation fields 

generated by subsequent return strokes. The radiation field begins with an initial slow 

ramp followed by a fast transition, which will culminate in an initial peak. After the initial 

peak the radiation field shows one or two subsidiary peaks located within a 1'ew 

microseconds from the beginning of the wave form. The experimental data also show that 

the rate of decay of the electric radiation field after the initial peak is faster than that of the 

corresponding decay of the current waveform [57]. 

-20 -15 -10 -5 5 10 15 20 

- 

1or 

I (a) 
1- 

20 15 Ill -5 0 5 III 15 241 
Tiiiie I 

(b) 

Fig. 3.7. Typical example of radiation electric fields due to (a) first return stroke (b) 

subsequent return strokes to ground [56]. The waveforms are normalized to a 

distance of 100 km. 

The estimated peak current from the vertical electric field of Fig. 3.4 (c) is 20.5 kA, 

for v= c . For the field at 2 km and 100 km 1)0th the electric and magnetic fields resemble 

the current waveform of channel. liowever, the simulated result of electromagnetic fields 

at 2 km and 100 km do not satisfy the each observation of experimental result. 

3.4 Effect of Channel Resistance 

In reality, neither the leader nor the return stroke channel is a perfect conductor and, 

therefore, one has to take into account the channel resistance. Figs. 3.3, 3.8 (a) and (b) 
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show the calculated current aloi iii.' iliannel corresl)on(IiI1L  to the channel resistances of 

0 El/rn, 1 El/rn and 3 El/rn, respectively. If the potential gradient of the dart leader channel 

is about a few thousands of volts per meter, then the resistance per unit length of the dart 

leader channel is about a few ohms per meter. The values of the resistances used in our 

calculation lie in this range. 
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Fig. 3.8. Current along the lightning channel for channel resistance of 

(a) I El/rn and (b) 3 El/rn. 

The corresponding electromagnetic fields generated by the return stroke at 50 m, 2 km, 

and 100 km for different channel resistances are shown in Figs. 3.4 and 3.5. the peak 

electric field and the peak electric field derivatives of the radiation field at 100 km 

corresponding to different channel resistances are tabulated in Table 3.1. 

The main effect of the channel resistance is a reduction and a lengthening of the peak 

current with height. The reduction in the current amplitude is significant both at the wave-

front and at the wave-tail. Observe that for the increasing channel resistance, peak current 

decreases with height more rapidly than that of the corresponding decrease of the peak 

current without resistance. At each height a fraction of the upward propagating current 

waveform is reflected leading to a decrease in current amplitude. In the case of finite 

resistance even though the peak current amplitude decreases with height, the total charge 

flowing along a given channel section is the same. That means the decrease in the peak 

current with height should be compensated by an increase and lengthening of the current 

tail. It is shown [Figs. 3.3 and 3.81 that the channel resistance does not affect the 

propagation velocity of lightning current along the channel. 
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Table 3.1 

Peak value and maximum steepness of E-field at 100 km for different channel parameters. 

Channel 
Resistance 

(c/m) 

Channel 
Inductance 

(li}I/m) 

Maximum 
E-F'ield 
(kV/m) 

Maximum 
Steepness 
of E-Field 

(kV/nhlMs)  

Effective 
Speed (m/s) 

0 0 12.I6c-3 12.78e-3 3.0e8 

1 0 10.0e-3 15.14e-3 3.0e8 

3 0 7.65e-3 16.32e-3 3.0e8 

I 8.04e-3 I 1.88e-3 2.Ie8 

3 5.91e-3 9.81e-3 l.5e8 

When the channel resistance is taken into account the electric field at 50 m, instead of 

decaying, it continues to rise within the time window of calculation [Fig. 3.4(a)]; in 

disagreement with the experiment in ref. [541. But the peak of magnetic field decreases as 

the current along the channel decreases [Fig. 3.5(a)]. At 2 km with constant channel 

resistance [Figs. 3.4(b) and 3.5(h)] It is seen that both the electric and the magnetic field 

decreases after the first peak and remains constant which is again in disagreement with 

experimental result shown in Fig. 3.6. The fields at 100 km show that introduction of a 

finite resistance into the channel causes a reduction in the field peak and after which the 

field decreases more rapidly which satisfy the experimental result shown in Fig. 3.7. It is 

found in our analysis that the field derivative increases as the channel resistance increases. 

3.5 Effect of Channel Inductance 

The actual speeds of the return stroke measured the average of which lie in the range of 

1.0-2.Ox 108  m/s [49].  To simulate the lossy and slower propagation velocity of current 

pulse along the channel, uniformly distributed resistance of 1 Q/m and inductance of 1 

j.tH/m and 3 jiH/rn is considered in this work. According to transmission line model 

(TLM) the presence of channel resistance causes attenuation and dispersion of the current 

waveform, leading to a slower and slower rise time with increasing height shown in Fig. 6 

of ref. 1.58] which is generally not in agreement with the electromagnetic model. No TL 

model is able to generate the correct return stroke speed [58]. 
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Moini ci of. [18] represented a lightning channel by a vertical conductor, and the slower 

propagation velocity of current in the channel, 0.43 c, was realized by changing the 

permittivity of the surrounding medium. By this method, the characteristic impedance of 

the simulated channel becomes lower than the actual case. 

Figs. 3.9(a) and (b) show the current waveforms for the inductance of I tH/m and 3 

tHIni, respectively. Fig. 3.8(a) may be considered here for zero inductance. Observe that 

the rise time increases with the increasing inductance and also the peak current increases 

with height exceptionally. From figures it can be shown that the loading of 1 j.tl-l/m makes 

the propagation velocity about 2.1x 108 m/s and 3 gB/rn makes the velocity about 1.5x 108  

m/s. 
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Fig. 3.9. Current along the lightning channel for channel inductance 

of (a) I gH/m (b) 3 i.tl-I/m and the resistance of 1Wm. 

Figs. 3.10 and 3.11 show the electric field and magnetic field, respectively at different 

distances corresponding to the current in Fig. 3.8(a) and Fig. 3.9. As like constant 

resistance the electric field at 50 in also increases monotonieally with ramp feature. 

Though the peak of magnetic field at 50 in is not affected by the channel inductance the 

wave tail increases slowly. 1-lowever significant changes are observed in the field at 2 km. 

The peak of both the electric and magnetic field [Figs. 3.10(b) and 3.11(b)] decreases but 

observe how the tail of the field waveform recovers with increasing inductance and going 

to closer to the expei-irnental result shown in Fig. 3.6. From Figs. 3.10(c) and 3.11(c) it can 

be seen the peak value of the fields decreases with increasing inductance and their 

-
A. derivative also decreases which are shown in Table 3.1. 
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Fig. 3.10. Vertical electric field for 

different channel inductance at (a) 50 m 

(b) 2 km and (c) 100 km from the light-

fling channel in case of ground stioke. 

Fig. 3.11. Azimuthal magnetic field for 

different channel inductance at (a) 50 m 

(b) 2 km and (c) 100 km from the light-

ning channel in case of ground stroke. 

It is necessary to mention that all the fields are calculated at the height of 20 m from 

ground level. As the electric field at the distance of 50 iii is static field, it depends on the 

distance from the source. The variation of static electric field within 10 m to 60 m height 
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is shown in Fig. 3.12 computing at four different levels. The average height of 

transmission lines, control buildings, instrumented towers etc. in our country are within 

this range. The magnetic field and distant electric field are dominated by induction and 

radiation component, SO there is no significant variation of those fields' components with 

different height from the ground surface. 
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------------------------ 

tO in 
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h..40m 
h.60m 

3 4 
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Fig. 3.12. Static electric fields at different height in case of ground stroke. 

3.6 Effect of Different Input Waveforms 

Although the concave profile more closely represents the front part of measured lightning 

current waves, the ramp and double exponential fronts are also adopted frequently [59]. 

Double exponential waveform is frequently used to reproduce the measured current and 

electromagnetic field for lightning stroke to tall structures. The waveform which is used in 

the previous analysis also postulated for the lightning stroke to tall structures. 
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Fig. 3.13. Double exponential, ramp and concave waveforms of injected current. 
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For the analysis of the effect ol different lightning current waveform, these three di!Thrcnt 

current waveshapcs. shown in Fig. 3.13, with the Previous one [Fig. 3.21 were considered 

to be injected into the base of the channel under investigation. For comparison purposes, 

all three waves present the same time to peak (5 p.$) and same peak value. After current 

peak, the waves decay linearly, reaching 50% of peak in 50 its. To keep the other 

parameter constant, channel on the perfect ground with resistance of 1 Wm and 

inductance of 3 il-I/m is considered. The source voltage is so chosen that the computed 

peak current at the channel base will be the same (20.5 kA) for each case. 
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Fig. 3.14. Computed current along the lightning channel for (a) double 

exponential (b) ramp and (c) concave waveforms. 

Fig. 3.14 presents the computed current along the channel, for each injected current wave. 

Quite different wave profiles and peaks are observed for the double exponential, ramp and 

concave responses. After 5 ps, (lie trend of ramp and concave curves is to reach the same 

and peak amplitude, once the current waves become similar after this instant of time while 
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the current for other two waves reaches to peak earlier time than 5 LS. It is also noticeable 

from Fig. 3.14 that the current along the channel for ramp and concave input decreases 

more rapidly than the peak current for double exponential input. The electric and magnetic 

field corresponding of these current are shown in Figs. 3.15 and 3.16, respectively. 
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Fig. 3.15. Vertical electric field at (a) 50 Fig. 3.16. Azimuthal magnetic field at 

m (b) 2 km and (c) 50 km from the (a) 50 in (b) 2 km and (c) 50 km from the 

channel for different input waveforms, channel for different input waveforms. 
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The fields for double exponential and Y. Raba s postulated wave krms are almost same 

while the fields for other two waves reach to the peak at larger time. The electric field of 

ramp and concave wave at 50 iii is less than others but same at the 2 km while the 

magnetic fields have the same peak at 50 in and 2 km. However, at 100 km both electric 

and the magnetic field is less for the ramp and concave wave and also larger time to peak. 

Though the numerical value is not shown, it can be clearly understood from Figs. 3.15 and 

3.16 that the field derivatives are larger for double exponential and Y. Baba's postulated 

waveforms than others which may cause lai- Lger induced voltage. 

Therefore, these results have shown the importance of using representative current wave-

shapes for calculation of over-voltages caused by direct strikes or electromagnetic 

induction. Once the analyses of lightning induced voltage and so the insulation 

coordination analyses are highly dependent on the resultant electromagnetic field peak and 

wave-shape, the choice of a nonrepresentative lightning current wave-shape may 

consequently lead to nonrepresentative results. 

3.7 Effect of Ground Conductivity 

With the result shown in Fig. 3.9(b) taking the ground as a perfect electrical conductor, 

two more ground conductivity: 0.01 S/rn and 0.001 S/in which represents stone 

(limestone) and soil (sandy). respectively. are chosen for the analysis. The copper 

conductivity of 5.8x 10 S/rn is used in the calculation of perfect ground. Fig. 3.17 shows 

the computed current along the lightning channel for different ground conductivities. As 

shown in figure, the peak current and its rise time does not change with height for different 

ground conductivities but significant changes are observed at large times (i.e., in the tail). 

Observe how the tail of the current waveform decreases with decreasing ground 

conductivity. 

The ground conductivity has a major effect on the waveshapes and magnitudes of the 

electromagnetic fields. When the electromagnetic field is propagating over a non perfect 

ground plane, the soil will selectively absorb the high frequency content of the 

electromagnetic field; causing a change in the field wave-shape. 
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limellisecl TimeLuseci 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 3.17. Computed current along the lightning channel for different ground in case of 

stroke at ground level. The ground conductivities are taken as (a) 0.01 S/rn for 

stone (b) 0.001 S/rn for sandy soil. 

Figs. 3.18 and 3.19 show the electric and magnetic fields respectively, corresponding to 

the current of Fig. 3.9(b) and Fig. 3.17. In the electric and magnetic field at 50 in, a little 

but similar effect with the fields of different channel resistance is found. The static electric 

field increases while the magnetic field decreases with the decreasing ground conductivity. 

In the case of field at 2 km and 100 krn, both the electric and magnetic field peak and their 

derivatives decrease while their rise time increases. The important parameters of the 

distant electric field waveforms for different grounds are summarized in Table 3.2. 

Table 3.2 

Effects of ground electrical parameter on the remote electric field. 

At2 kin At 100 km 
Ground Maximum Maximum 

Conductivity Maximum 
Steepness  

Maximum  
Steepness 

E-Field 
of E-Field 

E-Field 
of E-Field 

(ky/rn) 
( kV/ni/jts) 

(kV/m) 
 (kV/m/jis) 

5.8x107  0.32 0.56 5.91e-3 9.81c-3 

0.01 0.28 0.24 1.77e-3 3.48e-4 

0.001 0.24 1  0.14 0.69e-3 1.16e-4 
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Fig. 3.18. Vertical electric field at (a) 50 

m (b) 2 km and (c) 100 km from the 

channel in case of lightning strike to 

ground of perfect conductor (copper), 

stone and sandy soil. 
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Fig. 3.19. Azimuthal magnetic field at 

(a) 50 in (b) 2 km and (c) 100 km from 

the channel in case of lightning strike to 

ground of perfect conductor (copper), 

stone and sandy soil. 
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3.8 Effect of Subsequent Return Strokes 

The subsequent return strokes that are characterized by lower current peaks but higher 

front steepness and return stroke speeds may be considered as an important source of 

electromagnetic interferences than first return strokes. To simulate the effects of sub-

sequent return stroke the channel loaded with uniformly distributed resistance of 1 Q/m 

and inductance of I flHlni is used and the steep-front waveform as shown in Fig. 3.20 is 

taken as injected current. Fig. 3.21 shows the computed current propagating along the 

channel. For convenient comparison wilih the first stroke, the peak current at the chiaiincl 

base is kept same (20.5 kA) as in the previous analysis. Comparing Figs. 3.9(a) and 3.21, 

it is observed that except the steepness of the current along the channel and their time to 

peak, all the parameters are same for both the slow-front and the steep-front injection. 

Fig. 3.20. Injected steep-front waveform No. 3.2 1 . Computed current along the 

to simulate the subsequent return stroke, channel for steep-front injection. 

Fig. 3.22 shows the computed waveforms of vertical electric fields for the current pulse in 

Figs. 3.9(b) and 3.21. Fig. 3.23 shows that of azimuthal magnetic field. It can be observed 

that the radiated electromagnetic field is larger for the subsequent return stroke though 

there is a little effect on the field at 50 in except more steepness. Table 3.3 summarizes the 

significant parameters of lightning current and electromagnetic fields for first and 

subsequent stroke to ground. It can be calculated that the subsequent-stroke field at 2 km 

is 1.35 times than first strokes whereas it is 1.66 times at 100 km. Also, the maximum 

steepness at 100 km is more affected by the subsequent stroke than that at 2 km. 
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Time I ILSOC 

(c) 

Fig. 3.22. Vertical electric field at (a) 50 

m (b) 2 km and (c) 100 km from the 

lightning channel for first and subsequent 

stroke in case of lightning return stroke to 

ground. 

Time I tisec I 

(c) 

Fig. 3.23. Azimuthal magnetic field at 

(a) 50 rn (b) 2 km and (c) 100 km from 

the channel for first and subsequent 

stroke in case of lightning return stroke to 

ground. 
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Parameters of lightning return stroke channel base current and the corresponding electric 

and mao nctic field  Id in case 01 Ii °htn i ng sin ke to ground. 

Waveform 

Peak Value Maximum Steepness 
Time to Peak 

(us)  
Units First 

Suhsc- 
ciueilt 

Units First 
Subse- 

 quent 
First 

Subse- 
 qucnt 

Channel Base 
Current 

kA 20.5 20.5 kA/is 20 40 2 0.2 

2 km 0.32 0.456 0.56 2.4 - 0.2 
E-Field kV/iii kV/iiuJis 

100 km 5.9 Ic-3 9.84c-3 9.8 Ie-3 47.2e-3 0.8 0.2 

2 km 1.02 1.38 1.64 6.93 - 0.2 
H-Field Aim AJm/JLs 

100 km 15.2e-3 25.3c-3 19.3e-3 126e-3 0.8 0.2 

If the current is kept constant, the charge per unit length will be decrease with increasing 

return stroke velocity. Therefore, the amplitude of the static electric field decreases with 

increasing velocity. The electromagnetic field radiated by the lightning channel depends 

strongly on the value of the return stroke velocity and a larger return stroke velocity results 

in a greater electromagnetic field peak. The other factor is the steepness of the current 

wavefront. The greater steepness of injected current causes greater electromagnetic field 

peak. To observe the increase in field clue to steepness only, compare the solid line of Figs. 

3.22 and 3.23 with the dashed line of Figs. 3.10 and 3.11. 

It should be mentioned here that the observed fields for subsequent stroke shown in Figs. 

3.6 and 3.7 are well reproduced in this work [Figs. 3.22(b) and (c)1 for the first few 

microseconds except the numerical value, because our calculated fields are not 

corresponding to the currents which causes the observed fields. In fact, this chapter does 

not try to reproduce the numerical value of the field peaks but the waveshapes. Because, 

one of the goals of this work is to use the same model to explain the maximum features. 

The next chapter which explains the lightning return stroke to tall structures is the 

continuation of the analysis taking this model. On the other hand, the initial fast rising part 

of the field waveforms is the cause of all disruption. So, the calculation window in this 

work is limited to few microseconds which also save the computation time. 
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3.9 Computation Time 

The computation is carried out in the frequency range from 19.53 kHz to 10 MHz with the 

increment step of 19.53 kHz. This corresponds to the time range from 0 to 5 1.2  ts with 0.1 

jis increments. The computation time for the output of NEC-2 block of the flow chart of 

Fig. 2.5, with 256 MB RAM, Pentium-4 2.8 GHz processor is observed to be 22 seconds 

in all the cases. 

3.10 Summary 

Assuming that the representation of the lightning return stroke as a current Pulse 

originating at ground level and traveling along the channel of electrical conductor is valid, 

the effects of different channel parameters both on the current and electromagnetic fields 

are investigated. The results show that the introduction of the channel resistance and the 

inductance will change the model in such a direction that they will come closer to the 

experimental observations. The ground conductivity has the significant effects on the 

magnitude and shapes of the electromagnetic fields. The lower ground conductivity 

reduces the distant electromagnetic field peaks and their derivatives. It can also be 

observed that the electromagnetic fields are affected by steepness and velocity of the 

return stroke current. 

To simulate the first return stroke, a slow-front current with peak value of 20.5 kA and 

maximum steepness of 20 ki\/s is calculated at the base of the channel having resistance 

of 1 Wm and inductance o13 l.tl-l/m. This loading makes the propagation velocity 1.5x  108  

rn/s. On the other hand
Ir 

, the subsequent return stroke channel-base current is characterized 

by a peak value of 20.5 kA and maximum steepness of 40 kAlj.ts. For the subsequent 

return stroke the channel is loaded by uniformly distributed resistance of 1 /m and 

inductance of 1 iH/m which make the propagation velocity of 2.1x 108  m/s. 

For the considered case, the subsequent-stroke field at 2 km is 1.35 times than first strokes 

whereas it is 1.66 times at 100 km. Also, the maximum steepness at 100 km is more 

affected by the subsequent stroke than that at 2 km. 
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Chapter 4 

Lightning Return Stroke to Tall Structures 

4.1 Introduction 

The influence of an elevated strike object has recently received considerable attention, 

since the presence of tall structures such as chimneys of thermal generating stations, 

telecommunication towers, will affect markedly the lightning return stroke current and the 

radiated electromagnetic fields. The waveforms of lightning currents measured on such 

structures show multiple reflections of current waves within the structures and, therefore, 

the measured electric and magnetic fields also show complex time-varying characteristics 

[12], 1601-1621. 

The problem of lightning return strokes to tall towers was the subject of numerous studies 

(e.g., [12]-[16], [18],  [21],  [28]-[31],  [54], [631). Most of the studies about lightning 

transient have concentrated on extracting information concerning the 

variation of the current signature along the tower taking the return stroke 

channel as a perfect conductor and only a few have presented the remote 

electromagnetic fields predicted by the models. 

Motoyama et al. proposed the model of electromagnetic field radiation caused by a step 

current [12]. They used lumped footing resistance and reproduced the observed current 

waveforms at CN Tower but not the field since transient footing resistance is a nonlinear 

resistance which depends on the I ighining current val He. The effect of' current reflection 

within the tower on the remote electromagnetic field has been studied by Rachidi ci al. 

using modified transmission line (MTL) model [14]. V. Shostak ci al. used expanded 

modified transmission line (EMTL) model and compute the current and magnetic field 

which are higher than the observed results while the lower value of electric field [15]. 

Moini et al. used Antenna Theory model and the lightning return stroke channel is 

modeled as a lossy vertical wire antenna [18]. More recently, Y. Baba and M. Ishii applied 
410. 
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electromagnetic model (NEC-2) to reproduce the measured current and electromagnetic 

field at 2 km distance from CN Tower. They used zero footing resistance and found a 

reasonably good agreement between computed and experimental results but does not 

clearly explain the current derivative and field peaks with tower height and at different 

distances [28]. 

This work emphasizes on the analysis of the effect of the elevated structures on 

electromagnetic fields at different distances (So m, 2 km and 100 km) and their derivatives 

using NEC-2. One of the major purposes of studies dealing with the lightning 

electromagnetic field is to provide engineers adequate tools for the evaluation of the 

effects of this perturbation on realistic equipments which are sensitive to this field. 

4.2 Model of Tall Structures Struck by Lightning 

Fig. 4.1 illustrates model structure analyzed by NEC-2. An elevated strike object 

considered by two different height of 200 m and 55() m on perfectly conducting ground, 

corresponding to the actual height of the high stack in Japan and CN Tower in Canada, 

respectively. In this work the tower is modeled as a single, uniform and lossless vertical 

conductor of 0.3 m in radius. Such an assumption does not alter the conclusions of our 

analysis, although it has been shown that for a more accurate representation of the tower, 

complex geometries are to be considered [21]. 

T 
1500 m 

t PG  

Fig. 4.1. Model for the analysis of lightning return stroke to tall structures 

of height H (200 in and 550 m). 
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As the leader desceiids imanl I lie 'i aund and caches iiid at ches R ;111 elevated oh. jccl, 

an abrupt potential change generates a wave front (return stroke) that propagates toward 

the cloud. The current pulse associated with the return stroke phase starts at the top of the 

elevated object and propagates upward at the return stroke velocity. Simultaneously, a 

similar current pulse is assumed to be injected by the lightning channel at the top of the 

object. The return stroke current pulse travels downward the object at the speed of light 

and is first reflected at the bottom of the object (and part of it is transmitted to ground). 

The reflected wave travels upward and is reflected at the to!)  of the object (and part of it is 

transmitted to the lightning channel). This multiple-reflection process along the elevated 

' strike object continues until the energy of the pulse dissipates in the ground and in the 

lightning channel. A pulse generator (PG) having internal resistance of 400 Q placed at the 

top of the structure simulates this situation. 

To simulate the lightning first return stroke to it tall tower, the same channel and the 

injected current which are adopted in the previous chapter to simulate the first return 

stroke to ground, is used at the top of the tower. Similarly, subsequent stroke current 

produced by the channel and the injected waveforms in case of ground stroke, is used at 

the top of the tower to simulate the subsequent stroke. For the numerical analysis, the 

conductor is divided into cylindrical segments of 25 m in length and 0.3 in in radius. 

4.3 Current and Current Derivative along the Tower 

Figs. 4.2 and 4.3 show the waveforms of current and current derivative evaluated at the 

top, the middle, and the base of 200 in and 550 in to\ver, respectively for the typical first 

return stroke current (slow-front injection) presented in Fig. 3.9(b). A coniparison of the 

calculated and measured currents, reveal that despite the simplicity, the tower model is 

able to reproduce the major reflections that are seen in the measured records 1121. Since 

the time to current peak is shorter than the wave Lravehing time along the tower, the current 

reflections can be clearly distinguished on the waveforms. 

It can be seen that moving toward the ground, the current experiences a higher peak value 

and a shorter time to its peak due to the contribution of the reflected wave at ground level. 
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From Figs. 4.2(a) and 4.3(a) it can he noticed that the peak current also affected by tower 

height and it is greater for higher elevated structures. The rise time of peak current 

increases with the increasing height ol elevated structure. The current derivative is higher 

as moving toward the ground and almost same for both the tower. It can also be seen that 

[compare Fig. 3.9(b), with Figs. 4.2 and 4.31, both the current and current derivative are 

more significantly affected by the presence of the tower. The important parameters of the 

current waveform at various observation points along the tower are summarized in Table 

4.1. 
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Fig. 4.2. (a) Current (b) current derivative 

along the 200 m tall strike object for a 

typical first return stroke. 

0 

Ti I gscc  I 

(b) 

Fig. 4.3. (a) Current (b) current derivative 

along the 550 m tall strike object for a 

typical first return stroke. 

It shows that the current peak value at the bottom of the tower are 1.27 times for 200 m 

tower and 1.33 times for 550 111 tower comparing those associated with the stroke initiated 

at ground level whereas maximum steepness at the bottom of the tower is 1.5 times for 

4 both the tower. 
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lahk' .1. I 

Parameters of lightning current along the tower of height 200 m and 550 rn for 

a typical first return stroke. 

Stroke Measured Peak Maximum Time to 
to at Value Steepness Peak 

(kA) (kA/as) (us) 

Ground - 20.5 20 2 

200 in 
Top  21 20 2.2 

Tower 
Middle 24.7 20 1.6 
Bottom 26.1 30 1.4 

i'op 22.2 20 4.5 
550 in
To wer 

Middle 26.5 20 3.8 
Bottom 27.4 30 2.2 

4.4 Electromagnetic Fields 

Figs. 4.4 and 4.5 present the waveforms of the vertical electric and azimuthal magnetic 

field at 50 m, 2 km and 100 km from the tower. A comparison between Figs. 3.10, 3.11 

and Figs. 4.4, 4.5 show that, the presence of the tower results in a significant change of the 

electromagnetic field peaks and also in the appearance of subsidiary peaks. From Figs. 

3.10 and 4.4, it can be seen that the static electric field for elevated structure is smaller 

than that of stroke initiated at ground level and decreases as the height of tower increases. 

It is due to the increase of charge distribution length with the increasing of tower height. 

The fields start to rise at different time due to shift in time of the channel's and tower's 

field contribution. 

Since at each segment of the tower current rise time isa function of height, the field start 

to rise at different time i.e., for different height of tower there is a significant delay in 

rising the static field and that increases with the height of tower. As the magnetic field has 

no static component. from Figs. 3.1 1(a) and 4.5(a), observe that it is larger for elevated 

structures than that for ground stroke and increases with the height of the tower. Also, in 

this chapter the field is calculated at the height of 20 rn from ground as calculated in the 

previous chapter. The static electric field at different height for 550 m tower is given in 

Fig. 4.6. It shows that the field increases as the observation points come closer to the 

source. There is no significant change of magnetic field at different height. 

Ar 

Ed 
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Chap/er 4: Lightning Return Stroke to Tall Structures 

Within first few microseconds, the electric field waveforms in Fig. 4.4(b) typically 

exhibits a large first peak. followed by a rapid decay to a minimum at a time 

approximately between 1.5 to 3 its for 200 in and 3 to 6 As for 550 in tower, the waveform 

then slowly rises in an oscillatory manner to a second peak. 
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Fig. 4.4. Vertical electric field at (a) 50 in Fig. 4.5. Azimuthal magnetic field at (a) 

(b) 2 km and (c) 100 km from the elevated 50 m (b) 2 km and (c) 100 km from the 

Structure of height 200 m and 550 in for a elevated Structure of height 200 m and 
* 

typical first return stroke. 550 in for a typical first return stroke. 
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The hndings for 550 m tower is iii agiecilient with recent experimental observations of 

lightning strikes to the CN Tower presented in (12]. 1151, except the peak field values as 

the current for which we compute the field was not corresponding to the measured current. 

> 
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LL 
. 2 

Ui1 

0 

Time I isec I 

Fig. 4.6. Static electric field at different height in case of lightning strike 

to 550 m tall tower. 

Though the field at 2 km is dominated by radiation component, due to the static 

p component different time to start rising is observed. The magnetic field waveform in Fig. 

4.5(b), at the same initial interval of time, has almost the same features as the electric field 

waveform and both the electric and magnetic field increases with the increasing height of 

tower. At 100 km, the static and induction field terms vanish and only the radiation term 

remains. So, the fields for both the 200 in and 550 111 in Figs. 4.4(c) and 4.5(c) start to rise 

at the same time. 

Table 4.2 summarizes the significant parameters of the electric field waveforms for both 

lightning stroke to ground and to the tower. For the considered case, the peak field 

associated with the strokes at tower top is about 1.9 times to 2.1 times as large as that 

corresponding to return strokes initiated at ground level. According to Janischewskyj et al. 

the contribution from the ('N tower to the electric field at 2 km from the tower is about a 

factor of two greater than the contribution from the lightning channel [161. 

It can be seen from Table 4.2 that the presence of the tower affects also the maximum 

steepness of field which is about 1.4 times to 2.2 times as large as that corresponding to 

ground stroke. On the other hand, the increasing height of the tower results in an increase 

in the time to peak of first stroke field. 
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Table .-L2 

Parameters of lightning (a) electric (b) magnetic fields for a typical first return stroke. 

Lightnin2 strike to tall structures of height 200 in and 550 in. 

(a) Electric field 

Maximum 
Peak Value Time to Peak 

Stroke Steepness 
(kV/m) (jis) 

to  (kV/ml/Ls)  

2 km 100 km 2 km 100 km 2 km 100 km 

Ground 0.32 5.91e-3 0.56 9.81e-3 - 0.8 

200 iii 
0.6 11.2e-3 0.84 16.4e-3 1.4 1.4 Tower 

550 in 
0.66 1I.8e-3 0.87 16.4e-3 2 2 Tower 

(b) Magnetic field. 

Maximum 
Stroke 

Peak Value 
Steepness Time to Peak 

(A/rn) (Ls) to  (A/rn/its)  

2 km 100 km 2 km 100 km 2 km 100 km 

Ground 1.02 15.0e-3 1.64 19.3e-3 - 0.8 

200 m 
1.75 30.0e-3 2.27 44.3e-3 1.4 1.4 Tower 

550 m 
2.11 31.4e-3 2.47 44.3c-3 2 2 Tower 

4.5 First Versus Subsequent Stroke 

/ Fig. 4.7 presents the tower cwTent. using the typical subsequent return stroke current. 

Comparing Figs. 4.3 and 4.7 it can be seen that in case of subsequent strokes, both the 

current and current derivative are more significantly affected by the presence of the tower. 

Table 4.3 shows the comparison of important current parameters for both the first and 

subsequent stroke in case of lightning stroke to ground [Figs. 3.9(h) and 3.211 and stroke 

to the 550 m tall tower [Figs. 4.3 and 4.71. It can be seen that the tower top current is more 

significantly affected by subsequent stroke (1.22 times) than the first stroke (1.08 times) 

comparing with the current in case of lightning stroke to ground. 

-1 
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lop 
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Ar 

Fig. 4.7. (a) Current (b) current derivative along the 550 m tall strike object 

for a typical subsequent return stroke. 

Table 4.3 

Parameters ol lightning current along the 550 in tall tower for typical 

first and subsequent return stroke. 

Peak Value 
(kA) 

Maximum Steepness 
(kA/s) 

Time to Peak 
 (j.is) 

First Subsequent First Subsequent First Subsequent 

Ground 20.5 20.5 20 40 2 0.2 
Tower Top 22.2 25 20 40 4.5 3.8 

Middle 26.5 27.5 20 1  40 3.8 3.8 
Bottom 27.4 28 30 1 57 2.2 3.8 

The effect of subsequent stroke current is less as going to the bottom of the tower. 

Furthermore, for the first stroke the time to current peak decreases as the observation point 

moves toward the ground while for the subsequent stroke, it remains constant. 1'liis result 

can be explained considering that tor the I irsi stroke. the propagation time along the tower 

is smaller than the rise time of the injected current. This situation is reversed for the 

subsequent stroke where the propagation time along the tower is larger than the rise time 

of the injected current. 

Figs. 4.8 and 4.9 present the waveforms of the first and subsequent return stroke vertical 

electric field and azimuthal magnetic field at 50 m, 2 km and 100 km from the tower. A 

comparison between Figs. 3.22. 3.23 and Figs. 4.8. 4.9 show that, for both first and 
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subsequent return strokes, the presence of the tower results in a significant increase of the 

electromagnetic field peak and maximum steepness at 2 km and 100 km. This increase 

depends essentially on the wavefront steepness of the input culTent pulse, and on the return 

stroke velocity as said in the previous chapter. 
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Table 4.4 

Parameters of lightning return stroke channel base current and the corresponding electric 

and magnetic field when lightning strike to 550 m tower. 

Time to Peak Peak Value Maximum Steepness 
Waveform s) 

_____( 

Units First 
Subse- 

Units First 
Subse- 

First 
Subse- 

quent  quent  quent 
Channel Base 

Current 
kA 20.5 20.5 kA/us 20 40 2 0.2 

2 kin 0.66 0.72 0.87 3.46 2 0.2 
E-Field kV/rn kV/m/jis 

100 km I l.8e-3 14.6c-3 16.4e-3 69.9e-3 2 0.2 

2 km 2.11 2.32 2.47 8.6 2 0.2 
Fl-Field A/rn AImIs 

00 km 
rl 

31.4c-3 38.7c-3 44.3c-3 185e-3 2 0.2 

Table 4.4 summarizes the main parameters of the electric and magnetic field waveforms 

for both the first and subsequent stroke in case of lightning strike to the 550 in tall tower. 

For the considered case, the peak field associated with tower strokes is about 1.5 times (for 

the subsequent stroke) to 2 times (for the first stroke) as large as that corresponding to 

return strokes initiated at ground level [Table 3.31 which are in disagreement with the 

computed result in ref. [14]. Ref. 1 141 shows that the increase in field is larger for 

subsequent stroke than first return stroke. This may be due to the different reflection 

coefficient considered in their simulation which is the drawback of the TL model. 

Actually, in the case of ground stroke, only the channel radiate electromagnetic field 

where the increase in the subsequent stroke fields is due to larger value of the return stroke 

velocity and also due to the steepness of the current wavefron. On the other hand, in case 

of stroke to tall structure both the channel and the tower contribute to the radiated 

electromagnetic fields but the contribution of tower doiiiinae the total field. Since both the 

first and subsequent stroke current travels along the tower with the same velocity (velocity 

of light), the increase in the subsequent stroke fields is only due to the steepness of the 

current wávefront. 

It can be calculated that the subsequent stroke fields at 2 km is 1.09 times than first strokes 

whereas it is 1.24 times at 100 km. The maximum steepness is also more affected by the 

subsequent stroke at 100 km (4.2 times) than that at 2 km (3.8 times). This is due to the 

radiation component of the fields is more influenced by the subsequent stroke. 
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Fiiially. (1w mere prcsciice ol aim eIe ;i(ed strike 0h1cc1 iieicmses time eleeti imiaimetic held 

and that influence is greater for currents with steeper wavefronts, as shown by the results 

obtained in the present study. The values of the average ratio of subsequent-to-first 

magnetic field peak (at 2 km) to subsequent-to-first current (tower top) peak are reported 

in Table 4.5. Although the comparison between computed result in this section and 

experimental data in [12] (shown in the next section) should be considered as only 

qualitative, it can be seen. however, that the computed values of the ratio of the field peaks 

to current peaks (Hs/H,) / (Ic/1) = 1.27 for 550 m tower, agrees reasonably well with the 

value 1.24 which is obtained from measured fields and currents. The value of 1.5 is corn-

puted by Rachidi etal. using MTL model 1141 comparing with the measured value of 1.67. 

Table 4.5 

Ratio of subsequent-to-first magnetic field peak fls/  HjtO subsequent-to-first 

eulTelit peak 4,141. for the field at 2 km. 

(H5! Hj) / (III 

Average measured (CN Tower 112D 1.24 

Computed, return stroke initiated at ground 1.35 

Computed, taking into account the presence of 
the elevated_strike_object  

1.27 

Actually, these results show how the measured fields are closely reproduced in the 

calculation of this work corresponding with the current for both the first and subsequent 

return stroke. It is said earlier that the first objective of the lightning analysis is to 

reproduce the lightning current and associated electromagnetic fields. As it is a random 
n 

and unpredictable phenomenon. it may have diblerent peaks and waveshapes at different 

strike. So. the researchers always try to use a simple but common model which can 

reproducc'and explain the maximum features of the measured results. The causes of small 

difference between the computed and experimental results may include several factors like 

atmospheric conditions, ground electrical parameters, stepped or dart leader, return stroke 

velocity etc., on which the lightning electromagnetic fields depend. The sensitivity of 

measuring system is another important factor which may be the cause for this 

disagreement. 
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4.6 Comparison with Measured Waveforms 

1. 200 rn High Stack in Japan 

Fig. 4.10 shows the measured 1641 and Fig. 4.11 shows the computed waveforms of the 

current and the fields associated with a lightning stroke hit a 200 m high stack in Japan. 
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Fig. 4.10. Measured [64] waveforms of Fig. 4.11. Computed waveforms of 

lightning current and electromagnetic lightning current and electromagnetic 

fields at or around a 200 rn high stack. fields at or around a 200 m high stack. 
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The current is incasuied at the (UI) of (lie stack and the I ields are iiieasured at a distance of  

630 m from the stack. The vertical conductor loaded by resistance of I a/ni and 

inductance of 3 JLH/m is used as a simulated lightning channel. Fig. 4.12 shows the 

postulated source voltage waveforms in the simulation to reproduce the measured 

waveforms. 

C 

].................................  ...............................................  

Time I ps  I 

Fig. 4.12. Waveform of voltage source for the computation that produced Fig. 4.11. 

The source voltage wavefonns were first determined so that the current waveform at the 

observation point might fit the measured waveform. Then the velocity of the current wave 

on the simulated lightning channel was adjusted by changing the parameters of loading so 

that the computed field waveforms might fit the measured ones. The measured waveform 

of the current is well reproduced by postulating a simple source waveform. The lightning-

current waveform is apparently influenced by the tall structure. The increase of the current 

at about 1.3 jis in Fig. 4. 10(a) is reflection from the ground. This increment of current is 

sensitive to the grounding impedance and the discontinuity of impedance between the 

stack and the lightning channel. The grounding resistance of 30 , employed in the 

present analysis, was determined to reproduce this peak. 

a- 
Goshirna et al. [64] postulated 100 Q for the grounding impedance of this stack to 

reproduce the measured current waveform in the traveling wave analysis, where they 

represented the stack and the lightning channel by loss1ess transmission lines whose surge 

impedance was 300 Q and 1000 91, respectively. Motoyama et al. [12] assumed the 

grounding impedance of the CN Tower to he 50 Q. Guerrieri C. al. 1 131 used about 150 

440 as the footing resistance of the Swiss PTT Tower in the similar analysis if the tower surge 

impedance was assumed to be 300 0. This tendency, that rather high footing impedance is 

required in the traveling wave analysis to reproduce measured current waveforms, even at 
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towers having low footing. icsist;iiiee. :i list i potted by ( 'liislioliii and JtiiiscIiewskyj 

[65]. They identified the footing impedance of a model conical tower on a metal plane as 

60 Q by the hine-Doinain Reilcctoiiieny ('IDR). the causes ui this phenomenon are the 

distortion of the current wave in the tower due to the intense axial electric field, and the 

reflection of the spherical electromagnetic wave at the ground plane [66]. Since this 

apparent high footing impedance is of transient nature, it is prominent only for currents 

having steep rise. The waveforms of the computed electric field and magnetic field agree 

well with the measured waveforms when the loaded vertical conductor is used. 

2. CN Tower in Toronto 

The observations, showing that the subsequent stroke field peak might be greater than the 

first stroke peak, have been made on natural lightning in Florida 1671. In ref. 1671, electric 

field waveforms from 46 multiple-stroke flashes were analyzed and it has been found that 

15 flashes (33 %) had at least one subsequent stroke whose initial electric field peak was 

greater than that of the first return stroke. 

Subsequent stroke field peak greater than the first stroke peak is generally attributed to 

subsequent stroke current peak greater than the first stroke peak (e.g., [67], [68]).  Indeed, 

although on average first return stroke current peaks are higher than subsequent stroke 

ones, observed lightning data in Switzerland 1691 and in Canada [70] have shown that a 

nonnegligible number of flashes contain subsequent strokes with higher current peaks than 

those of their first strokes. 

Five (15 %) of the 33 negative downward multiple stroke flashes striking 

instrumented towers in Switzerland contained one or two subsequent sill kes with 

return stroke peak currents greater than their respective hist stroke peak currents. 

The percentage of subsequent strokes with greater current peaks than the first 

stroke peak was about 7 % (8 strokes out of 115) [67], 169]. 

- Data recorded at the CN Tower in Toronto (about ten times as high as the towers 

used in Switzerland) have shown that 40 % of subsequent strokes had current 

peaks ranging from one to four times the value of the first stroke peak [70]. 
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Similar observations I 12]. slioviii that suhscqticiit sii'ike current as well as eleciiic and 

magnetic fields are larger than those from the first stroke, is illustrated in Figs. 4.13 and 

4.14. In figures two sets of simultaneous data (current. E-field, H-field) corrcsponding to 

the slow-front (Fig. 4.13) and to the fast-front (Fig. 4.14) to the CN Tower are presented. 
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Fig. 4.13. Observation result for slow rise 
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The fields of Figs. 4.13 and 4. 14 were measured at a distance of 2 kin from the tower. Fig. 

4.15 shows the computed waveforms of current and fields associated with a slow-front 

lightning current injected into the CN Tower. Fig. 4.16 shows those for a steep-front 

lightning current. 
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front injected current at the CN Tower. front injected current at the CN Tower. 
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The channel loaded h\ resistance of I iiii and iiiductitnce of 3 fLi I/in is used to compute 

the waveforms of slow-front injection. Similarly. 1 Will and I .tH/m are used to compute 

the waveforms of steep-front injection. The ground conductivity of 0.01 S/rn is used for 

both the case. The effect of ground conductivity is shown in Fig. 4. 15(a). The grounding 

resistance is set to 0 Q to reproduce this peak. which is much lower than the value in the 

analysis based on the transmission line [121. The reason for this difference was discussed 

in the preceding section. 

The measured waveform of the current is well reproduced by the model, especially in the 

40- case of slow-front injection. The increase of the current at about 3.6 is in both the Figs. 

4. 15(a) and 4. 16(a) is reflection I roin the gruo id. I )ue to the simple structure of,  tower 

model, multiple reflections is not observed in computed waveforms, which is observed in 

measured waveforms for complex structure of ('N Tower. I lowever, the major reflection 

is reproduced in the simulation and it does not affect other conclusions. 

The computed electric fields [Figs. 4.15(b) and 4.16(b)J do not agree with the 

measurement I Figs. 4.13(h) and 4. I 4(h) I. The illagili t tides of computed waveforms are 

only half of the measurement in both cases. Since the analysis by NEC-2 in the 

fundamental case agrees well with the theory. it is highly probable that the measuring 

system for the electric field was not properly calibrated. The computed magnetic fields 

agree with the measurement except for dips appeared in the beginning of the measured 

waveforms in both cases. 

The waveforms and the peak values of fields computed by an equivalent circuit approach 

[12] and by numerical electromagnetic method 1211 are somewhat similar to those of the 

analysis in this thesis for time slow- front current injection. The initial parts of field 

waveforms are quite different, however, for the fast-front current injection. This analysis is 

independent of grounding resistance due to the consideration of finite ground conductivity. 

4.7 Computation Time 

The computation is carried out in the frequency range from 19.53 kllz to 10 MI-lz with the 

IF increment step of 19.53 kl-lz. This corresponds to the Lime range from 0 to 51.2 ps with 
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0.1 Js inctenents. ulie c(n1il1tltall(I1 tillie for the otilptil of N1:C 2 hhs..k of the flow chiait 

of Fig. 2.5. with 256 M M B RA. Peiitiuni-4 2. GHz processor is about 25 seconds is 

observed in all cases. 

4.8 Summary 

The Nunierical Eleetromacnctic ('ode is applied to the analysis of the electric and 

magnetic fields radiated by lightning return strokes to tall tower. Electric and magnetic 

field waveforms corresponding to typical first and subsequent strokes have been computed 
MA 

and analyzed. The effect of the presence of a tall tower on the magnitude and shape of the 

fields has been investigated. 

According to the simulation, the tower bottoiit current (1.27 to 1.33 times) and its 

derivative (1.5 times) are iiiore signi ficantiv a flee ted Nv the presence of the tall objects 

compared to the ground stroke. The peak field associated with the strokes at tower top is 

about 1.9 times to 2. 1 times as large as that corresponding to return strokes initiated at 

ground level. The presence of the tower affects also the maximum steepness of field which 

is about 1.4 times to 2.2 times as large as that corresponding to ground stroke. 

For the considered case. the tower top current is iliore signi licantly affected by subsequent 

stroke (1.22 times) than the first stroke (1.08 times) comparing with the current in case of 

lightning stroke to (,,round. It can also be seen that the peak field associated with tower 

strokes is about 1.5 times (for the subsequent stroke) to 2 tiiiies (for the first stroke) as 

large as that corresponding to return strokes initiated at ground level. 

The obtained results have beeti shown to be consistent with experimental observations of 

lightning strokes to the 20() ni high stack in .Japan and to the ('N Tower. There is a good 

agreement in both wave-shapes and iiiagnitude between coiiiputed and measured results 

for high stack. On the other hand, in case ot CN Tower there are significant discrepancies 

in terms of electric field magnitude. the computed electric fields being smaller than 

measured. It is likely that these discrepancies are largely due to calibration errors which 

resulted in the measured fields being over estimated. The computed magnetic field 

produces the same peak as measured. 
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Chapter 5 

Simulation by FDTD Method and Comparison 

with the NEC-2 Results 

5.1 Introduction 

The most significant analyses which are shown in the previous chapters are also carried 

out in this chapter by a time domain, FDTD method using VSTL. The advantages of this 

method are discussed already in chapter 2. Due to the large computation time and storage 

requirements a reduced scale model is considered in the present analysis. Another 

limitation of VSTL is that it has no provision to take into account the uniformly distributed 

channel resistance and inductance. For these limitations, this chapter only tries to explain 

the most significant observations and contradictory results with other models which were 

found in the previous analysis. The results of' FDTD validate the considered model and 

NEC-2 results which are presented in this work. 

5.2 Simulation by FDTD Method 

In the analysis of VSTL, the analysis space is delined as a rcctangular-parallelepiped 

space. Arbitrary number of thin-wire conductor-s. rectangular-parallelepiped conductors, 

and localized voltage and current sources are arl)itrarily placed in the analysis space, and 

transient electric and magnetic fields are calculated. The bottom of the analysis space can 

be defined as an imperfectly-conducting medium such as earth, and each boundary of the 

analysis space can independently be defined as a perfictly-conducting plane or an 

absorbing plane which simulates the cfict of' flee space beyond the boundary forever. The 

waveform of a localized voltage or current at all  arbitrary position is outpuued as 

speci fled. 

Since FDTD is a time domain technique which finds the electromagnetic fields 

everywhere in the computational domain, it lends itself to provide animation displays of 
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the electromagnetic field distributions throughout the analysis space by transferring data to 

MATLAB. This type of display is extremely useful to understand exactly about the 

presence of electromagnetic fields and their distribution along the channel and 

coniputational domain. 

5.2.1 Lightning Return Stroke to Ground 

The same model I Fig. 3.11 but the channel length of 20 in and the radius of 3 cm is 

considered for reduced scale simulation. In the simulation with FDTD, the dimensions of 

the analysis space were 8.1 in x 40.05 m x 26.1 m with space step As = 15 cm. The time 

step was determined by (2.-I I ) with ( I and all the six boundaries o the cell were 

treated as the second-order Liao's absorbing boundary. The thickness and the resistivity of 

the earth were set to 2.7 in and 1.69 x 10 irn. respectively. A pulse generator (PG) with 

internal resistance of 10 n is used as the source of lightning current. The rise time of the 

current pulse is set at 20 ns for slow-front and 5 ns for steep-front [Fig. 5.11 with pulse 

41 duration of 110 ns which covers the round trip time for the traveling wave in the vertical 

conductor system. 
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Fig. 5.1. Injected voltage waveforms for the reduced scale model. 

Fig 5.2 shows the computed current along the channel for slow-front [Fig. 5.2(a)] and 

steep-front [Fig. 5.2(b)I injection. The observation indicates that the peak current of the 

return stroke decreases with height while its risc time increases. The ground conductivity 

is set to copper conductivity 5.89 x l0 S/rn. 
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the FI)TD method on reduced scale model. 
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Fig. 5.3. Vertical electric field at (a) 2 in and (b) 20 in from the channel for 

the current shown in Fig. 5.2. Computed by the FDTD method. 

Fig. 5.3 shows the electric field at different distances for the current shown in Fig. 5.2. It is 

found that the waveforms of electric field at 2 in resemble the current waveforms and the 

fields at 20 in show if slow ramp followed by a Iist rising peak and then decay to the same 

value. In both figures the electric field for steep-front injection is 1.2 times greater than 

that of slow-front. The magnetic field distributions corresponding to the ground stroke at 

different times are shown in Appendix H. 

Figs. 5.4 and 5.5 show the current waveforms for different ground conductivity and their 

associated electric fields, respectively. To observe the effect of ground electrical parameter 

If steep-front current is chosen for injection and three different grounds whose conductivity 
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are 5.89 x 10 S/rn, 0.01 S/rn and 0.001 S/rn are taken. It can be observed that the electric 

fields and its derivatives decrease with decreasing the ground conductivity. 
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Fig. 5.4. Current along the channel for ground conductivity (a) 0.01 S/rn and (b) 

0.00 1 S/rn. Computed by the FDTD method on reduced scale model. 
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Fig. 5.5. Vertical electric field for di ITerent ground conductivities at (a) 2 m and 

(b) 20 in from the channel. Computed by the FDTD method. 

5.2.2 Lightning Return Stroke to Tall Structures 

In this case of reduced scale simulation, the model used in Chapter 4 [Fig. 4.1] but the 

channel length of 20 rn. tower height of 6 in and both the radius of 3 cm are considered. 

The dimensions of the analysis space were 8.1 iii x 40.05 m x 30.0 ui with space step 

As =15 cm. The PG with internal resistance of 10 Q is placed at the top of the tower. 
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Fig 5.6 shows the computed current along the tower for (a) slow-hunt and (b) steep-front 

injection. The time to travel the current along the tower from top to ground and then 

reaches to top in form of the reflected wave is 40 ns. This indicates that the wave travels at 

the velocity of light. It is shown that the tower current increases as one go from top to 

bottom. These currents are larger than Ihal for lightning stroke to ground I compare Figs. 

5.2 and 5.6] and the effect is greater for the steep-front injection. The vertical electric 

fields at different distances corresponding to these currents are shown in Fig. 5.7. It is 

found that the field for steep-front is 1.05 to 1.09 times larger than the fields of slow-front. 

The magnetic field distributions corresponding to the lightning stroke to tall object at 

different times are shown in Appendix H. 
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Fig. 5.6. (a) Slow-front (h) steep-1r0nt current along the tower. Computed by 

the FDTD method on reduced scale model. 
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Fig. 5.7. Vertical electric field at (a) 2 in (b) 20 in from the tower for different input 

current. Computed by the FDTD method on reduced scale model. 
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1FOifl 1.jos 5.3 and .1 it is t.>l)SCFVCJ that (lie electric I icid at 20 in loi the lightning stroke 

to reduced scale tower is less than that oh ground stroke. It leads to examine further the 

field at far distances. But in FDTD, it is very time consuming. The electric fields at 35 rn 

for both the ground stroke and stroke to tall object (6 m) are shown in Fig. 5.8. It shows 

similar overall field wave shapes. This result is in agreement with the ref. 1131 which takes 

the tower of height 10 m. It is also shown that the tall strike object affects the current 

distribution and. consequently, the radiated electric fields only for objects heights of some 

hundreds of meters. 
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Fig. 5.8. Vertical electric field at 35 m for slow-front injection. 

The effect of ground electrical parameters on the tower top current is shown in Fig. 5.9. 

The peak of the reflected current decreases as the ground conductivity decreases. The 

steep-front injection is considered in this case and the ground conductivity is akcn as 5.89 

x 107  S/rn, 0.1 S/rn and 0.01 S/ni. 
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5.2.3 Computation Time 

It might be believed that the FI)TI) method is a time consuming method. But, the progress 

of computers in speed and memory is considerable, and a recent personal computer can be 

used for the FDTD calculations. Actually, the simulations presented in this paper were 

performed by a personal computer with Pentium IV, 2.8 GHz CPU and 256 MB RAM. 

The computation time of the ground stroke case in section 5.2.1 was 11 minutes and 35 

seconds, and in case of' stroke to tall structures in section 5.2.2 was 13 minutes and 22 

-11 
seconds. This time drastically increases for the computation of' field at 35 in distant and 

takes 1 hour and 46 minutes. 

5.3 NEC-2 Results of Reduced Scale Model 

As like the model used in the FDTD simulation, the channel length of 20 m and the radius 

of 3 cm is considered in case of lightning stroke to ground. For the numerical analysis, the 

conductor is divided into cylindrical segments of 20 cm in length. The computation is 

carried out in the frequency range from 1.953 MHz to 1000 MHz with the increment step 

of 1.953 MHz. This corresponds to the time range from 0 to 0.512 ts  with I ns 

increments. PG with internal resistance of 10 Q is used for current source. The current 

waveform shown in Fig. 5.1 is injected in this case also. 

5.3.1 Lightning Return Stroke to Ground 

Fig 5.10 shows the computed current along the channel for slow-front IFig. 5.10(a)] and 

steep-front [Fig. 5.10(b) I injection. Fig. 5.11 shows the electric field at different distances 

for the current shown in Fig. 5.10. 

Figs. 5.12 and 5.13 show the current for different ground conductivity and their associated 

electric fields, respectively. It is found that all he results of NEC-2 simulation on reduced 

scale model produced the same plienomenoii as the work produced in the full scale in the 

previous chapters. 
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Fig. 5.10. (a) Slow-front (b) steep-front current along the channel. Computed 

by NEC-2 on reduced scale model. 
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Fig. 5.11. Vertical electric field at (a) 2 m and (b) 20 m from the channel for 

the current shown in Fig. 5.10. Computed by NEC-2. 
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Fig. 5.12. Current along the channel for ground conductivity (a) 0.01 S/rn and 

(b) 0.001 S/rn. Computed by NEC-2 on reduced scale model. 
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Fig. 5.13. Vertical electric lieki for di I erent ground conductivities at (a) 2 in 

and (b) 20 in from the channel. Computed by NEC-2 on reduced 

scale model. 

5.3.2 Lightning Return Stroke to Tall Structures 

A uniform, lossless vertical conductor of length 6 in is taken as the tower. Fig 5.14 shows 

the C01111)Uted cuiTent along the lower for (m) slow- out and (b) steep- Iroiu1 injection. 
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Fig. 5.14. (a) Slow-front (h) steep-front current along the tower. Computed by 

NEC-2 on reduced scale model. 

it can be seen that the current peak value at the bottom of the lower is 1.31 times For slow-

front injection and 1.39 times for steep-front injection comparing those associated with the 

stroke initiated at ground level. It can also be seen that the tower top current is more 

s significantly affected by steep-front injection (1.28 times) than the slow-front injection 
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(1.14 tirncs) companue with tIle ettiteilt III case of lielitititig stroke to ground. The died of 

steep-front injected current is less as going to the bottom of the tower. The vertical electric 

fields at different distances corresponding to these currents are shown in Fig. 5.15. It is 

found that the field at 2 in and 20 in for steep-front is 1.05 to 1.09 times larger than the 

fields of slow-front. 
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Fig. 5.15. Vertical electric field at (a) 2 in (h) 20 in for different input current. 

Computed by NEC-2 on reduced scale model. 
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Fig. 5.16. Vertical electric field at 35 in for stow-front injection. Computed by 

NEC-2 on reduced scale model. 

The electric fields at 35 rn for both the ground stroke and stroke to tall object (6 m) [Fig. 

5.16] show similar overall field wave shapes. The effect of ground electrical parameters on 

the tower top current is shown in Fig. 5.17. The peak of the reflected current decreases as 

the ground conductivity decreases. The perfect ground with copper and finite ground with 

conductivity of 0.1 S/rn and 0.01 S/rn are taken also here with the steep-front injection. 
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Fig. 5.17. Tower top current for diffirent ground parameters. Computed by 

NEC-2 on reduced scale model. 

5.3.3 Computation Time 

The computation is carried out in the frequency range from 1.953 MHz to 1000 MHz with 

the increment step of 1.953 MHz. This corresponds to the time range from 0 to 0.512 LS 

Ir 
with 1 ns increments. The computation time for the output of NEC-2 block of the flow 

chart of Fig. 2.5. with 256 M13 RAM, 11entium-4 2.8 (1Flz processor is about 2 seconds is 

observed in all cases. 

5.4 Comparison of the FDTD and NEC-2 Results 

Comparing the FI)TD results IFigs. 5.2 - 5.91 with the corresponding NEC-2 results [Figs. 

5.10 - 5.17] it can he concluded that there is no noticeable difference between thcii, 

especially in the peak of the wavelorms. 11 sonic discrepancies are observed somewhere in 

the peak, it is mentioned that those are not inure than 2.5 %. Some clissimi larity is also 

observed in the wave tail jcoiiipare Figs. 5.6 and 5.14. Figs. 5.7 and 5.151 due to different 

computation method. Another reason is that the NEC-2 considered the multiple reflection 

(actual) phenomenon of current when lightning strikes to tall structures which is produced 

in Fig. 5.14, whereas. the \'STL may not incollorate this feature. In fact, all the lightning 

analyses Concentrate on the transient currents and fields: hence the tails are less 

significant. 
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Considering both the FIYFI) and N L '-2 results iii reduced scale model, sonic significant 

observations are listed below. 

 Lightning return stroke current pi'opagates along the channel with coiistaiit 

velocity (velocity of light) and its value decreases with height while its rise 

time increases IFigs. 5.2 and 5.101. 

 The peak current along the channel and its rise time does not change with 

ground conductivities but significant change is observed at the wave tail [Figs. 

5.4 and 5.12]. 

 Remote electromagnetic field peak and its derivative decreases as the ground 

conductivity decrease [Figs. 5.5 and 5.13]. 

 Lightning current along the tall structures is significantly affected by the height 

of the structure [compare Figs. 5.2 and 5.6. Figs. 5.10 and 5.14]. 

 Tower top current is more affected by the subsequent shoke (I .28 times) than 

the first stroke (1.14 times) compared with the ground stroke current [compare 

Figs. 5.2(h) and 5.6(h). Figs. 5. 10(b) and 5. 14(h)]. 

 For the considered case, the electric field obtained for the ground stroke is 

essentially identical to that calculated considering the presence of the tall object 

[Figs. 5.8 and 5.161. 

 Subsequent stroke fields are larger (1 .05 to 1.09 (imes) than that of first stroke 

iFigs. 5.3. 5.7 and Figs. 5.11 and 5.151. 

 The computation by VSTL based on FDTD method takes more time and space 

than the computation by NEC-2. 

5.5 Summary 

The simulation by \'STI. and NI ( '-2. for the considered case of reduced scale itiodel, 

produces the same result, specifically, with the difference of less than 2.5 %. Though the 

current amplitude appreciably affected hi the small strike objects, it produce essentially 

identical field at 35 m as produced by the ground stroke current. The computation of field 

at larger distance increases the analysis space of FDTD. Small increments of length in one 

axis increases the analysis volume sig ii f'icantiv and hence, drastically increases the 

computation time. 
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Chapter 6 

Discussions and Conclusions 

6.1 Discussions 

The Numerical Electminanetie ( 'ode (NEC-2) is applied to the analysis of the electric 

and magnetic fields radiated by lightning return strokes. Electric and magnetic field 

waveforms corresponding to typical first strokes have been computed and analyzed 

considering the lightning channel as a vertical conductor loaded by series inductance and 

resistance so as to simulate the slower propagation velocity of the current wave and the 

lossy channel. The efkct of the presence of a tall tower on the magnitude and shape of the 

fields has been investi2a1cd. It was shown in particular that the presence of the tower 

tends, in general, to increase substantially clectroniagnelic field peaks and their 

derivatives. This increase is mainly caused by the presence of two oppositely propagating 

current wave fronts originating from the tower top and by the very high velocity 

(practically speed of light) of' current propagation within the tower, and depends 

essentially on the wavefronts steepness of the current pulse. 

On the other hand, it is important to realize that even a subsequent return stroke with a 

lower current peak than the first, could result in a greater field peak. This might he 

ascribed several factors. One of those, is the fact that the subsequent return stroke velocity 

is in general greater than the first return stroke velocity 1711. The electromagnetic field 

radiated by the lightning return stroke depends strongly on the value of the return stroke 

velocity and a larger value of the return stroke velocity results in a greater electroiiiagiictic 

field peak. The other factor is the steepness of the current wavefront. Since subsequent 

strokes are associated with shorter rise tiiiies thiaii first return strokes, their increased 

steepness will make a larger contribution to the electromagnetic field. Finally, the 

presence of an elevated strike object increases the electromagnetic field and the effect is 

larger for currents with steeper wavefronts, as shown by the results obtained in the present 

study. 



Chapier 6: Discussions and Conclusions 

Three approaches to tilL' testiLig of elcctioiiiagiie(ie iiiodels have beeii used. The First 

approach involves the initial field peak (at 2 km and IOU km) and the initial current peak is 

reasonably well ielated by the transmission line Formula. The second approach involves 

the comparison of the computed fields with typical observed fields. Although the 

comparison between computed results and experimental observations should be 

considered as only qualitative, it can be seen. there exists a good agreement between the 

measured and calculated waveforms. The third approach involves the comparison of the 

results computed by FDTD method on reduced scale model. The NEC-2 based on MoM 

and the VSTL based on FIJI'!) method 1)10(lUCc  same results. The advantage of the 

analysis using NEC-2 is that it can accurately compute the current distribution along a 

wire structure with fai smaller amount. ol postulation than the approaches based on the 

traveling wave analysis and with less time and memory than FDTD method. 

6.2 Conclusions 

Electromagnetic field analysis of lightning return stroke current requires both the return 

stroke models to create the electromagnetic environment and the computation of the fields 

at different distances, the ground properties and their influences and the response of the 

tall structures on those fields. The thesis combines all these features taking a single model 

that can be utilized in the analysis of the interaction of electromagnetic fields with various 

circuits and systems. In this work, lightning electric and magnetic fields measured at the 

distance of 50 m. 2 kin and 100 km are characterized and discussed. 

Results of the analysis may be useful for interpretation of electromagnetic field 

waveforms, in lightning protection. for operation of Lightning Location and Protection 

(LLP) systems and for EM(' applications. 

6.3 Scopes for Future Work 

The future studies will be concentrated on the following aspects: 

1. For an improvement in modeling and for a more close comparison to 

experimental records, one may consider the use of more accurate parameters 



(Iiajnci O: I)i,scussion.v and Conclusions 

(Fellirli suoLe \el(eIi\ ..nc iuijtii'n IaL'hi,. InfnII \v;Lvch)iliis). t)I 

soplusticateci model of time tower. and of actual channel geometry. 

The present society relies highly on advanced electronic and telecommuni-

cation systems that regulate power (liStributi011 systems. The power network 

could provide several pathways for the transients to come into the distribution 

substations and affect their coirimuiiication system. Indeed, the modern 

electronic equipment is highly sensitive to voltage fluctuations. However, there 

is a lack of' intoiination coticeriiiiig the way in which these systems respond to 

nearby lightning strikes. There is a need to inc hide full system configuration in 

over voltage calculations SO that the transients entering into different parts of 

the network can be evaluated. 

Mobile communication is rapidly growing technology in our country. Because 

of high altitude of placing radio transmission antennas, lightning strokes to the 

structures supporting the antennas are relatively frequent. There might be often 

limited possibilities of applying the lightning Protect  ion elements on towels or 

specihc conditions or rcqnirellienls for groundiiig systems. Another danger of 

destruction due to the lightning strikes comes from a new application that has 

been introduced in recent years, the installation of GSM antennas for mobile 

phones on HV power-line towers. Besides the direct effects on grounding 

system. the induced current may flow through the cabling systems into the 

radio-transmission equipment and the same lightning current creates strong 

electromagnetic pulse which can generate large over voltages and over currents 

in wires of electric and electronic systems. With the modeling of instrumented 

tower, the computed fields can be used as an input to the analysis of lightning 

effects in base station of (ilobal Systems for Mobile Communication. 

Lightning electromagnetic fields may affect biomedical equipment 

significantly. Especially it may be a cause of misleading results during 

measuring records. I lence. it reqim lies proper modeling and analysis of such 

effects. 
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Appendix A 

Electric Field Integral Equation 

The first step in developing the solution for the current on a wire antenna is determining 

the appropriate integral equation. The starting point in deriving the electric field integral 

equation (EFIE) is Maxwell's equation-, in the Irequency domain. Assuming a linear, 

isotropic, and non-dispersive media. Maxwel[s equations aic: 

VxE=—juH A.l 

VxH=jWEE+J A.2 

Vx A.3 
E 

A.4 

If medium I is a perfect electrical conductor ( PEC). the fields inside the surface will 

become zero and the boundary condition on the electric field becomimes 

A.5 

The electric field outside of S , E. may be written as the sum of an incident electric field, 

E,, and a scattered electric field. E,. The incident electric field induces the surface 

current J which in turn creates tIme scattered field L' . The Equivalence l'rinciple can be 

used to remove the PEE' giving a homogeneous free space problem. For the PEC case, the 

equivalent current equals the induced current. J,• 

When the divergence of II is zero, the magnetic field may be defined as the curl of 

an auxiliary vector, H = V x A, A.ô 

where A is cal led the magnetic vector potential. After substituting (A.6) into (A. I) and 

noting that curl of E is proportional to the curl Of A . time elccirmc scalar potential. (1) . is 

defined in terms of L and A as 

—V = E+ /wjiA A.7 

The electric scalar potential and the magnetic vector potential allow for the solution of the 

electric and magnetic fields by one uncoupled equation, called tile wave equation, rather 

than the two coupled curl equations (A. I ) and (A.2). After substituting (A.6) and (A.7) 

into (A.2) and making use of a vector identity and the Lorentz gauge. 
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V.A=—jwil A.8 

the vector wave equation is k)Ufld to be 

V 2 A+kfl=—J A.9 

Solving the vector wave equation for the magnetic vector potential due to J. the free 

space solution is found to be 

A(7) =ffJ(F')G(R)ds' A.lO 

where the free space Green's function. G. is given by 

jkR 

A.!! 
4nR 

The primed vector, F'. defines the source coordinates, F defines the observation 

coordinates, and the wave number is k = Wf )•  The scattered electric field is then 

found from combining (A.7) and (A.8) to give 

Eç  = —jW/1A—j---V(V'A) A.12 
(Ot'()  

where co  and ,L10  are the permittivity and permeability of free space. 

The final step in determining the EFIE is to combine (A.5) and (A.I2) to relate the 

scattered and incident fields, giving 

A.13 
WE0  

If A is replaced by (A. 10). then (A. 13) may be written as 

,5xL_ JJk2J(F)G(R)ds+V V.JJJ(F')G(R)ds' = A.14 
WE0 s J 

After simplifying, (A.14) reduces to 

ñxJJ[kJ(i')G(I)+ (V'.J(r'))VG(R)jls' = ñxE, A.!5 
WE0  

where V means that the "dcl" operator now works on the source coordinates. F' 

Finally we get the form 

-J---j'J[i. (F'){tc 2G(R) + V'VG(R)}/s' A.16 

Equation (A. 16) is the general electric field integral equation which will be used for the 

straight wire fonnulation. 



Appendix B 

History and Availability of NEC-2 

The first in a series of NEC-MoM codes was BRACT [72] developed at MBAssociates in 

San Ramon, California. BRACT solved Pocklington's integral equation for thin wires with 

a three-term sinusoidal current expansion and point matching of the boundary condition. 

This code could model wire antennas including the effect of interaction with a finitely 

conducting ground through the Fresnel reflection-coefficient approximation. However. 

BRACT was used mainly by its developers. 

The Antenna Modeling Program (AMP) [73] was the first code released for use by public 

users. AMP also solved Pocklington's integral equation for thin wires with a three term 

sinusoidal current expansion and point matching. The current expansion was chosen so 

that the current on a segment, with the form A f II, sin k.v + C, cos ks . when extrapolated 

to the centers of,  the adjacent segineills won Id coincide with the Va i ties of current on those 

segments. At a junction of several wires, the current was extrapolated to (he center of a 

"phantom segment" whose length was the average of the connected segments. This 

extrapolation procedure smoothed the current distribution along wires, but still left 

discontinuities in current and charge density. AMP included options to model lumped or 

distributed loading on wires, trans mission lines and networks. 

AMP-2 included a magnetic field integral equation model for surfaces while the previous 

version was restricted to iiiodeliiig tliiii v lies. 

NEC-1 was developed from AMP-2. It included a new way of implementing the three-term 

sinusoidal current expansion so that current and charge density exactly satisfied continuity 

conditions imposed at the •j unctions. The current was forced to satisfy Kirchholis current 

law at the junction, and the charge densities oil wiics were ielated to a ftiiictioii of the log 

of wire radius to provide approximate continuity oh potential. 
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NEC-2 added a solution for wires over a lossy ground by implementing the rigorous 

Sonincrfeld-i n tegra I approach 

NEC-3 extended the Sommerfeld-Integral ground model to wires buried in the ground or 

penetrating from air into ground. 

NEC-4 [41] retains all of the capabi lilies of N F('-3. with changes and additions to i niprove 

the accuracy for stepped-radius wires and electrically small segments, and to add end caps 

and insulated wires. 

The author employs NEC-2 in the present study, since later versions, NEC-3 and NEC-4, 

are available only to the citizens of the United States and Canada, or to the users who are 

licensed from Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. 

The documentation for NEC-) is officially available from the National Technical 

Information Service, U.S. Department of ('ommerce. 

National Technical Information Service 

U.S. Department of Commerce 

Springfield, Virginia 22161 

Phone: + 1- 703- 487- 4650 

It Consists of three volumes: the theory. the source code in Fortran and the user's guide. 

The current price is about 200 dollars. The volumes of the theory and the user's guide are 

also obtained on a WWW site at 

http://memhers.honw.netJnec2/ 

The information's on the free execulables of NEC —̀ and coinniercial programs sold by 

vendors are also available on the ahove site. 

Recent materials on the MoM theory and its applications contain detailed descriptions of 

the MoM, and they are useful for persons who wish to learn to use NEC-MoM codes. 
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Appendix C 

FDTD For iuulatioii 

Maxwell's Equations and Initial Value Problem: 

For simplicity suppose a three-dimensional (31)) model with linear, isotropic, non-

dispersive medium and there is no magnetic charge and magnetic current. Also assume 

that initially all field components and sources are zero. Thus the Maxwell's equations 

which describe the initial value problem (l\' P) for the model are as Follows: 

VxE=--B C.! 
at 

VxH=J+—D C.2 
at 

V.D=P C.3 

V.H=() ('.4 

x,y, z,t 0  = YZ,t Q  = Jx, y.z.t 0  = 0 and p x, y,z,t=0 C.5 

for aIlx, y, z)E R 3  and t>O. 

From (C.1): 

V.VxE)= -v.[.iJ= 0 
at 

Using the initial condition (('.5). V . = jiVTILO  = 0, this implies that: 

V.B
'>0 

=VB 1=0  =0 

Note that the vector identity V . V x A = 0 is used. 

1'hercborc the divergence equation for B is i inpi Icit in (( '. I 

Now consider (C.2), 

V.(VxH)=V.J+V.[-D=0=-V.J=-(V.D)
at  

06 
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= _Jtv J + c, 

tJsing the initial condition (('.5). V t'V = ft this iniplies that C. = 0 and 

v. 
= 

v Ta = 

Again this shows that divergence equation for I) is implicit in (C.2) provided initial 

conditions (C.5) applies. From this argument, we see that the divergence equations (('.2) 

and (C.3) are redundant, thus allowing for conduction electric current density .1 = oE, the 

IVP of (C. 1)-(C.5) can be reduced to: 

- an 
VxE=—u-- C.6 

C.7 
at 

y, z,t= jT (V, v. z.t = Jx. v. :.t = 0.p, x. y, z.t 0  = 0 C.8 

In general this is also true when the medium is dispersive and nonlinear, as long as the 

initial conditions for magnetic and electric flux densities fulfill V 
. 5I (=0 

= V 
. BI = 0. 

-  

Yee's FDTD Formulation: 

Equations (C.6)-(C.7) can be written as: 

=!VxH.. --E 
at 

all i - 

—=--VxE 
a, 

Under Cartesian coordinate system. these can be further expanded as: 

-- - - C.9 
, a az 

aH, I ( aE, -  ar 
C. IU a, ox  

C.11 at X1 )x )y  ) 

at eay az 
C.12 
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C.I3 
at e a 

( dll dll 
( = —I ---- (T/ .14 

". ().1 o V 

Let us introduce the notation: 

E Jk)  = E jy. kz\:. nAt) C. 15 

and so on for E. E, H, H and H. components. In Yce's scheme [36]. the model is first 

divided into many small cubes. The edges of each cube will form the three-dimensional 

space grid. The position ol the E and H held components in the SCC grid is shown in 

Fig. C.1. 

(i..ki-l) 
Cubc(i.j.k 

(i.j+J,k+J 

 

x e~ 
Y 

-t.k) 

ci + I .. k 
AV (i+I.j-i-I,k) 

Fig. C. I - I)iscretization of the model into cubes and the position of 

field components on the grid. 

From Fig. C. I, it is observed that each E field component is surrounded by four H field 

components: similarly each H field component is surrounded by four F held components. 

For example. the component If is surrounded by E . E . F 

and F . I sing the ceicter diflerciicc OPCI,alol,  l replace the tinie and space 

derivatives at time-step ii and space lattice point jAy. (.1 + ')Ay, (k ± on (C.9): 
2 2 j 

lO 
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_LIE" —E" 
:(i.j+l.k+- 

ii  
At t\ Il./I ./1-) it 

- - 

--PE" —E" 
% (il+!k) 

- E" E' -Ell  
At Z(i.j+l,k+-) (i.j,k+! y(i,j+-.k+I) y(jj+!k+I 

, II 2 = H 2 2 2 
- 2 2 C.16 

x(i,j+_,k+!> x(i.J1.!..k+!) /J A Az 

Repeating this procedui-e for (C. 12) at time Step !1 1- - and space lattice 

Point( (i + jAy, kAz 

i( ,! 
(E"' - E" I = —1 H 2 

- H 2  
At x(i+-.j.k) x(i+-j.k) ) EAy (r+_,j+ _ !k) z(i+.j_!,k) 

2 2 

1.1n ii I 
EAz v(I!.J.l I ' ) v(If!.j.-!) 

) E (,+-j.k) 

Substituting EX2jk)  with the average between time-step n and n+1: 

( ,+! 

—I E' 1 1  —E I=—I H 2 —H" 
At x(i+-,j.k) x(i+!.j.k) ) y z(i+!.j+-

2 7
.k) (i+&j_!.k)

2 2 ) 2 2 

--I H 2 —H 2 I--a•—I E?14t + E" 
EZ v(i+_.j,k+!) E 2(  

After some algebraic manipulation, we obtained: 

1- 
2€ E"' 

x(i+-j.k) A_ 
+ 
ot x(+.-,J.) 

2€ 

I I I I 

A ,,+- ,,+_ n+- 
± H 2 - H 2 2 

- H 2 

Z(,+-.j+-.k) Z(i+-,j--.A) y(!.J.* +-) y(1+_.j.A_!) 
+ 5 

2 2 2 2 
- 

2 2 2 2 C.17 
AY AZ 

2€ 

IKU 
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By the same token. the update equations for the other field components can be derived: 

,I+ I I 
'I ,  I II Ill I II ii. I (I 

fl 2 =11 -- ______________-------- (.l 
VII*-.J.A -) /1 

— E", E", — 

H 2 =11 -, --- - - -  
Z(i-i--,j+—,k) Zft—.jF—.k) /2 

el 

 l— 
E" = 2e E'1' 

y(ij+!k) ott v(i,j!
2

k 
2  

2e 

fl 2 _jj 2 
x(ij+—.k+--) X(i.j—.k--) Z(i+—.j-F—.k) Z(i--,jF—,k) 

2 2 2 _2 C.20 

= 2s E'' 
Z(i,j.k+—) 

1 + -CAt - 2u.j.k+—j 

2E 

H 2 —H 2  
}Ii+--.1.A_

+y
III----.J.A_ * 

- 

Lv 
2 

Il-F-- Il -F- 

H 2 2 

X(r.jl—.k+—) X(l.j--.k+—) 

Av 
C.21 

Equations (C. 16)-(C.2 1) are explicit in nature. (mis computer implementation does not 

require solving for determinant or inverse of a large matrix. To facilitate the 

implementation in digital computer, the indexes of the field components are renamed as 

shown in Fig. C.2, so that all the indexes become integers. This allows the value of each 

field componeni to he stored in a three-diniciisiona I array in the sotware. with I he array 

indexes correspond to the spatial indexes of,  Fig. ('.2. In the figure additional field 

components are drawn to improve the clarity of the convention. 

p 
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(LI 

x
v  

Fig. C.2-- Renaming the indexes of E and H field components 

corresponding to cube (i.j,k). 

Using the new spatial indexes for field components as in Fig. C.2. (C. 16)-(C.2 I) becomes: 

"-  -I- 

= "X(,..fl - K - } - C.22 

= 11  vc.f.k) K 3  [ { E ( , Jk+1  - } - - E (1J)  } I C.23 

11 ik) = H.u 2 - K 3 [{E ( + IA) E ()  } - { E ( ,ll  k)  }} C.24 

I I 

E' Jk)  = K + K, I H - ii :, } - { H vJ.k) - C.25 

I I I I 

E', k , = + Ki 2 2 H, 21 , A  H C.26 

I I I 

E' 1 )A)  =KE', A) +K till I) AI H0 ,, ) }{lI :(tJL) H 1J _ IA) }1 ( 27 

In the derivation of the above equations, an approximation E" 2  a{ K" + E" ) / 2 is 

used and for simplicity the cubes are assumed to be same size, and coefficients K 1  

K.,, and K 3  are given by the k)llowlng equations. 

oAt 

K = 2e 
, 

K,= AL_I 
K..= 

 At 
--- C.28 

+
cAt - eA,c 1+ 

O'At pAs 
2E 2E 

- 

Ill 



Appendix D 

Sample Input Data to NEC-2 for Stroke to Ground 

CM CURRENT AT THE BASE OF THE CHANNEL IN CASE OF GROUND STROKE 
CM Lightning Channel of Perfect Electrical Conductor 
CM N512 DT= 0.IE-06 SEC DL= 25 m 
CE PERFECTLY CONDUCTING GROUND 
GW 1 60 0.0 0.0 1500.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 GE 1 
GN 1 
LD 4 1 60 4.0E+02 
FR 0 257 0.01953 0.01953 
EX 0 1 60 00 22.OE+03 0.0 
PT 0 1 60 
XQ 

EN 

CM CURRENT AT 600 m HEIGHT OF THE CHANNEL IN CASE OF GROUND STROKE 
CM Lightning Channel of Perfect Electrical Conductor 
CM N=512 DT= 0.1E-06 SEC DL= 25 in 
CE PERFECTLY CONDUCTING GROUND 
GW 1 60 0.0 0.1) I0iI.o 0.0 0.0 0.0 
GE 1 
GN 1 

LD 4 1 60 4.OE+02 
FR 0 257 0.01953 0.01953 
EX 0 1 60 00 22.OE+03 0.0 
PT 0 1 36 
XQ 

EN 

CM CURRENT AT 1200 m HEIGHT OF THE CHANNEL IN CASE OF GROUND STROKE 
CM Lightning Channel of Perfect Electrical Conductor 
CM N=512 DT= 0.1E-06 SEC DL= 25 m 
CE PERFECTLY CONDUCTING GROUND 
GW 1 60 0.0 0.0 1500.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 GE 1 
GN 1 
LD 4 1 60 4.OE+02 
FR 0 257 0.01953 0.01953 
EX 0 1 60 00 22.OE+03 0.0 
PT 0 1 2 
XQ 
EN 
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CM ELECTRIC FIELD AT 50 m FROM THE CHANNEL IN CASE OF GROUND STROKE 
CM Lightning Channel of Perfect Electrical Conductor 
CM Nr512 DT= 0.1E-06 SEC DL= 25 m 
CE PERFECTLY CONDUCTING GROUND 
GW ]. 60 0.0 0.0 1500.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 
GE 1 
GN 1 
LD 4 1 60 4.OE+02 
FR 0 257 0.01953 0.01953 
EX 0 1 60 00 22.0E03 0.0 
NE 0 1 1 1 50.0 0.0 20.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
XQ 

EN 

CM ELECTRIC FIELD AT 2 Km FROM THE CHANNEL IN CASE OF GROUND STROKE 
CM Lightning Channel of Perfect Electrical Conductor 
CM N=512 DT= 0.1E-06 SEC DL= 25 m 
CE PERFECTLY CONDUCTING GROUND 
GW 1 60 0.0 0.0 1500.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 
GE 1 
GN 1 
LD 4 1 60 4.OE+02 
FR 0 257 0.01953 0.01953 
EX 0 1 60 00 22.0E+03 0.0 
NE 0 1 1 1 2000.0 0.0 20.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
XQ 
EN 

CM MAGNETIC FIELD AT 50 in DISTANCE IN CASE OF STROKE TO GROUND 
CM Lightning Channel of Perfect Electrical Conductor 
CM N=512 DT= O.lE-06 SEC DL= 25 m 
CE PERFECTLY CONDUCTING GROUND 
GW 1 60 0.0 0.0 1500.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 
GE 1 
GN 1 
LD 4 1 60 4.OE+02 
FR 0 257 0.01953 0.01953 
EX 0 1 60 00 22.OE•f03 0.0 
NH 0 1 1 1 50.0 0.0 20.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
XQ 
EN 

CM CURRENT AT THE BASE OF THE CHANNEL IN CASE OF GROUND STROKE 
CM Lightning Channel With Resistance of 1 0/rn and Zero Inductance 
CM N512 DT= 0.lE-06 SEC DL= 25 m 
CE PERFECTLY CONDUCTING GROUND 
GW 1 60 0.0 0.0 1500.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 
GE 1 
GN 1 
LD 2 1 1 59 1.0 0.0 0.0 
LD 4 1 60 4.OE+02 
FR 0 257 0.01953 0.01953 
EX 0 1 60 00 24.5E+03 0.0 
PT 0 1 60 
XQ 
EN 
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Appendix D: Sample In/nit Data to NEC-2  1br Stroke to Ground 

CM CURRENT AT THE BASE OF THE CHANNEL IN CASE OF GROUND STROKE 
CM Li.ghtni nq C}iiniii I Wi I h I j ir of !/iu I id Zo ui [Iii liii 
CM N=512 DT= 0.1E-06 SEC DL= 25 rn 
CE PERFECTLY CONDUCTING GROUND 
GW 1 60 0.0 0.0 1500.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 
GE 1 
GN 1 
LD 2 1 1 59 3.0 0.0 0.0 
LD 4 1 60 4.OE+02 
FR 0 257 0.01953 0.01953 
EX 0 1 60 00 27.5E+03 0.0 
PT 0 1 60 
XQ 
EN 

CM CURRENT AT THE BASE OF THE CHANNEL IN CASE OF GROUND STROKE 

CM Lightning Channel With Resistance of 1 0/rn and Inductance of 1 /IH/rn 
CM N=512 DT= 0.1E-06 SEC DL= 25 m 
CE PERFECTLY CONDUCTING GROUND 
GW 1 60 0.0 0.0 1500.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 
GE 1 
GN 1 
LD 2 1 1 59 1.0 1.0E06 0.0 
LD 4 1 60 4.OEt02 
FR 0 257 0.01953 0.01953 
EX 0 1 60 00 26.5E+03 0.0 
PT 0 1 60 
XQ 
EN 

CM ELECTRIC FIELD AT 2 km FROM THE CHANNEL IN CASE OF GROUND STROKE 
CM Lightning Channel With Resistance of 1 0/rn and Inductance of 1 pH/in 
CM N=512 DT= 0.1E-06 SEC DL= 25 rn 
CE PERFECTLY CONDUCTING GROUND 
GW 1 60 0.0 0.0 1500.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 
GE 1 
GN 1 
LD 2 1 1 59 1.0 1.OE-06 0.0 
LD 4 1 60 4.OE-i-02 
FR 0 257 0.01953 0.01953 
EX 0 1 60 00 26.5E+03 0.0 
NE 0 1 1 1 2000.0 0.0 20.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
XQ 
EN 

CM CURRENT AT THE BASE OF THE CHANNEL IN CASE OF GROUND STROKE 
CM Lightning Channel With fo.;i t.inco of 1 ./iii md I riduc Lrrioi ci 3 p11/11i 
CM N=512 DT= 0.1E-06 SEC DL= 25 rn 
CE PERFECTLY CONDUCTING GROUND 
GW 1 60 0.0 0.0 1500.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 
GE 1 
GN 1 
LD 2 1 1 59 1.0 3.0E:-06 0.0 
LD 4 1 60 4.OE-i-02 
FR 0 257 0.01953 0.01953 
EX 0 1 60 00 29.6E+03 0.0 
PT 0 1 60 
XQ 
EN 
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J,,p'isIi.v I): .Sa,i,ple mph! Data 10 NEC-2 fir Stroke to GI-ohh/,(I 

CM E-FIELD AT 50 rn DISTANCE AND AT THE HEIGHT OF 40 m FROM GROUND 
CM Lightning Channel WI Lii Rot; i ;tance Of I 0/!i 111(1 I nduc tiricc' 0 / 
CM N=512 DT= 0.1E-06 SEC DL= 25 rn 
CE PERFECTLY CONDUCTING GROUND 
GW 1 60 0.0 0.0 1500.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 
GE 1 
GN 1 
LD 2 1 1 59 1.0 3.OE-06 0.0 
LD 4 1 60 4.OE+02 
FR 0 257 0.01953 0.01953 
EX 0 1 60 00 29.6E+03 0.0 
NE 0 1 1 1 50.0 0.0 40.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
XQ 

EN 

CM ELECTRIC FIELD AT 2 km FROM THE CHANNEL IN CASE OF GROUND STROKE 
CM Lightning Channel With Rnsistance of 1 0/rn and Tnduct:ance of 3 /LH/m 
CM N=512 DT= 0.1E-06 SEC DL= 25 m 
CE PERFECTLY CONDUCTING GROUND 
GW 1 60 0.0 0.0 1500.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 
GE 1 
GN 1 
LD 2 1 1 59 1.0 3.01-06 0.0 
LD 4 1 60 4.OE402 
FR 0 257 0.01953 0.01953 
EX 0 1 60 00 29.6E+03 0.0 
NE 0 1 1 1 2000.0 0.0 20.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
XQ 
EN 

CM CURRENT AT THE BASE OF THE CHANNEL IN CASE OF GROUND STROKE 
CM Lightning Channel With Resistance of 1 0/rn and Inductance of 3 pH/rn 
CM N=512 DT= 0.1E-06 SEC DL= 25 m 
CE GROUND CONDUCTIVITY 0.01 S/rn 
GW 1 60 0.0 0.0 1500.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 
GE 1 
GN 0 0.01 
LD 2 1 1 59 1.0 3.OE-06 0.0 
LD 4 1 60 4.OE+02 
FR 0 257 0.01953 0.01953 
EX 0 1 60 00 32.7E+03 0.0 
PT 0 1 60 
XQ 
EN 

CM CURRENT AT THE BASE OF THE CHANNEL IN CASE OF GROUND STROKE 
CM Lightning Channel With Rni rt:ance of 1 0/rn and Indiirrnnco of' ill/rn 
CM N=512 DT= 0.1E-06 SEC DL= 25 m 
CE GROUND CONDUCTIVITY 0.001 S/rn 
GW 1 60 0.0 0.0 1500.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 
GE 1 
GN 0 0.001 
LD 2 1 1 59 1.0 3.OE-06 0.0 
LD 4 1 60 4.OE+02 
FR 0 257 0.01953 0.01953 
EX 0 1 60 00 39.5E+03 0.0 
PT 0 1 60 
XQ 

EN 

1I 
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Appendix E 

Sample Input Data to NEC-2 for Stroke to Tall Tower 

CM CURRENT AT THE TOP OF 200 in TOWER IN CASE OF STROKE TO TALL STRUCTURE 
CM Lightning Channel With Resistance of 1 0/rn and Inductance of 3 pH/rn 
CM N=512 DT= 0.IF.-06 SEC flJ= 25 in 
CE PERFECTLY CONDUCTING GROUND 
GW 1 8 0.0 0.0 200.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 
GW 2 60 0.0 0.0 [/00.0 0.0 0.0 200.0 0.3 
GE 1 
GN 1 
LD 2 2 1 59 1.0 3.OE-06 0.0 
LD 4 2 60 4.OE+02 
FR 0 257 0.01953 0.01953 
EX 0 2 60 00 29.6E+03 0.0 
PT 0 1 1 
XQ 
EN 

CM CURRENT AT THE TOP OF 550 in TOWER IN CASE OF STROKE TO TALL STRUCTURE 
CM Lightning Channel With Resistance of 1 0/rn and Inductance of 3 pU/rn 
CM N=512 DT= 0.1E-06 SEC DL= 25 in 
CE PERFECTLY CONDUCTING GROUND 
GW 1 22 0.0 0.0 550.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 
GW 2 60 0.0 0.0 2050.0 0.0 0.0 550.0 0.3 
GE 1 
GN 1 
LD 2 2 1 59 1.0 3.OE-06 0.0 
LD 4 2 60 4.OE+02 
FR 0 257 0.01953 0.01953 
EX 0 2 60 00 29.6E+03 0.0 
PT 0 1 1 
XQ 
EN 

1 

CM CURRENT AT MIDDLE OF 550 in TOWER IN CASE OF STROKE TO TALL STRUCTURE 
CM Lightning Channel With Resistance of 1 0/rn and Inductance of 3 pH/rn 
CM N=512 DT= 0.1E06 SEC DL--  25 in 
CE PERFECTLY CONDUCTING GROUND 
GW 1 22 0.0 0.0 550.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 
GW 2 60 0.0 0.0 2050.0 0.0 0.0 550.0 0.3 
GE 1 
GN 1 
LD 2 2 1 59 1.0 3.0E-06 0.0 
LD 4 2 60 4.OE+02 
FR 0 257 0.01953 0.01953 
EX 0 2 60 00 29.6E+03 0.0 4 

PT 0 1 11 
XQ 
EN 

6 
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CM CURRENT AT BOTTOM OF 550 in '1'0WEF IN CASE OF STROKE TO TALL s'riwc'rum 
CM Lightning Chann1 Wit:h R ;l;t:tnc' of 1 0/111 md induct .111Cc iii - ui/ui 
CM N=512 DT= 0.1E-06 SEC DL= 25 m 
CE PERFECTLY CONDUCTING GROUND 
GW 1 22 0.0 0.0 550.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 
GW 2 60 0.0 0.0 2050.0 0.0 0.0 550.0 0.3 
GE 1 
GN 1 
LD 2 2 1 59 1.0 3.OE-06 0.0 
LD 4 2 60 4.0Ei-02 
FR 0 257 0.01953 0.01953 
EX 0 2 60 00 29.6E03 0.0 
PT 0 1 22 
XQ 
EN 

CM ELECTRIC FIELD AT 50 m DISTANCE IN CASE OF STROKE TO TALL STRUCTURE 
CM Lightning Channel With Resistance of 1 0/rn and Inductance of 3 p11/rn 
CM N=512 DT= 0.1E-06 SEC DL= 25 m 
CE PERFECTLY CONDUCTING GROUND 
GW 1 22 0.0 0.0 550.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 
GW 2 60 0.0 0.0 2050.0 0.0 0.0 550.0 0.3 
GE 1 
GN 1 
LD 2 2 1 59 1.0 3.OE-06 0.0 
LD 4 2 60 4.OE+02 
FR 0 257 0.01953 0,01953 
EX 0 2 60 00 29.6E+03 0.0 
NE 0 1 1 1 50.0 0.0 20.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
XQ 
EN 

CM MAGNETIC FIELD AT 2 km DISTANCE IN CASE OF STROKE TO TALL STRUCTURE 
CM Lightning Channel With Resistance of 1 0/rn and Inductance of 3 p11/rn 
CM N=512 DT= 0.1E-06 SEC DL= 25 rn 
CE PERFECTLY CONDUCTING GROUND 
GW 1 22 0.0 0.0 550.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 
GW 2 60 0.0 0.0 2050.0 0.0 0.0 550.0 0.3 
GE 1 
GN 1 
LD 2 2 1 59 1.0 3.OE-06 
LD 4 2 60 4.OE+02 
FR 0 257 0.01953 0.01953 
EX 0 2 60 00 29.6F03 0.0 
NH 0 1 1 1 2000.00 0.0 20,00 0.0 0.0 0.0 
XQ 
EN 

CM TO REPRODUCE THE SLOW-FRONT CURRENT OBSERVED AT TOP OF 550 rn CN TOWER 
CM Lightning Channel With Resistance of 1 0/rn and Inductance of 3 pH/rn 
CM N=512 DT= 0.1E-06 SEC DL= 25 m 
CE GROUND CONDUCTIVITY 0.01 S/rn 
GW 1 22 0.0 0.0 550.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 
GW 2 60 0.0 0.0 20,0.() 0.0 0.0 550.0 0.3 
GE 1 
GN 0 0.01 
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LD 2 2 1 59 1.0 3.UE-06 0.0 
LD 4 2 60 4.OE+02 
FR 0 257 0.01953 0.01953 
EX 0 2 60 00 19.5E+03 0.0 
PT 0 1 1 
XQ 
EN 

CM TO REPRODUCE TUE SLOW--FRONT E-F1ELD OBSERVED AT 2 km FROM CN TOWER 
CM Lightning Channel With Resistance of 1 0/rn and Inductance of 3 pH/rn 
CM N=512 DT= 0.1E-06 SEC DL= 25 m 
CE PERFECTLY CONDUCTING GROUND 
GW 1 22 0.0 0.0 550.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 
GW 2 60 0.0 0.0 2050.0 0.0 0.0 550.0 0.3 
GE 1 
GN 1 
LD 2 2 1 59 1.0 3.0E-06 
LD 4 2 60 4.OE+02 
FR 0 257 0.01953 0.01953 
EX 0 2 60 00 19.5E+03 0.0 
NE 0 1 1 1 2000.0 0.0 20.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
XQ 
EN 

CM TO REPRODUCE STEEP-FRONT CURRENT OBSERVED AT TOP OF 550 m CM TOWER 
CM Lightning Channel With Resistance of 1 0/rn and Inductance of 1 H/m 
CM N512 DT= 0.lE-06 SEC DL= 25 rn 
CE GROUND CONDUCTIVITY 0.01 S/rn 
GW 1 22 0.0 0.0 550.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 
GW 2 60 0.0 0.0 2050.0 0.0 0.0 550.0 0.3 
GE 1 
GN 0 0.01 
LD 2 2 1 59 1.0 1.OE-06 0.0 
LD 4 2 60 4.OE+02 
FR 0 257 0.01953 0.01953 
EX 0 2 60 00 29.OE+03 0.0 
PT 0 1 1 
XQ 
EN 

CM TO REPRODUCE TEEJ - i i i :1.1.) 0P:1:RvI•:1) AT 2 kin FROM UN iowi 
CM Lightning Channel With Resistance of 1 0/rn and Inductance of 1 pH/rn 
CM N=512 DT= 0.1E-06 SEC DL= 25 m 
CE PERFECTLY CONDUCTING GROUND 
GW 1 22 0.0 0.0 550.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 
GW 2 60 0.0 0.0 2050.0 0.0 0.0 550.0 0.3 
GE 1 
GN 1 
LD 2 2 1 59 1.0 l.OE-06 
LD 4 2 60 4.OE-i-02 
FR 0 257 0.01953 0.01953 
EX 0 2 60 00 29.0E03 0.0 
NH 0 1 1 1 2000.00 0.0 20.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 
XQ 
EN 

NO 



Appendix E: Sample Input Data to NEC-2 for Stroke to Tall Tower 

CM TO REPRODUCE THE CURRENT OBSERVED AT TOP OF 200 m HIGH STACK IN JAPAN 
CM Lightning Channel With Resistance of 1 0/rn and Inductance of 3 pH/rn 
CM N=512 DT= 0.1E-06 SEC DL= 25 rn 
CE PERFECTLY CONDUCTING GROUND 
GW 1 8 0.0 0.0 200.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 
GW 2 60 0.0 0.0 1/00.0 0.0 0.0 200.0 0.3 
GE 1 
GN 1 
LD 2 2 1 59 1.0 3.OE-06 0.0 
LD 4 2 60 4.OE+02 
LD 4 1 8 30.0 
FR 0 257 0.01953 0.01953 
EX 0 2 60 00 12.5E+03 0.0 
PT 0 1 1 
XQ 
EN 

CM TO REPRODUCE THE E-FIELD OBSERVED AT 630 rn FROM HIGH STACK IN JAPAN 
CM Lightning Channel With Resistance of 1 0/rn and Inductance of 3 pH/rn 
CM N=512 DT= 0.1E-06 SEC DL= 25 rn 
CE PERFECTLY CONDUCTING GROUND 
GW 1 8 0.0 0.0 200.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 
GW 2 60 0.0 0.0 1700.0 0.0 0.0 200.0 0.3 
GE 1 
GN 1 
LD 2 2 1 59 1.0 3.OE-06 0.0 
LD 4 2 60 4.OE+02 
LD 4 1 8 30.0 
FR 0 257 0.01953 0.01953 
EX 0 2 60 00 12.5E+03 0.0 
NE 0 1 1 1 630.0 0.0 50.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
XQ 
EN 

CM TO REPRODUCE THE H-FIELD OBSERVED AT 630 rn FROM HIGH STACK IN JAPAN 
CM Lightning Channel With Resistance of 1 0/rn and Inductance of 3 pH/rn 
CM N=512 DT= 0.1E-06 SEC Drr 25 in 
CE PERFECTLY CONDUCTING GROUND 
GW 1 8 0.0 0.0 200.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 
GW 2 60 0.0 0 .0 I /WJ . U 0.0 0.0 ;uo .0 0. 
GE 1 
GN 1 
LD 2 2 1 59 1.0 3.OE-06 0.0 
LD 4 2 60 4.OE+02 
LD 4 1 8 30.0 
FR 0 257 0.01953 0.01953 
EX 0 2 60 00 12.5E+03 0.0 
NH 0 1 1 1 630.00 0.0 50.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 
XQ 
EN 

119 



Appendix F 

Sample Input Data to FDTD for Reduced Scale Model 

Input Data For Stroke to Perfect Ground (Slow-front Current) 

# SIMULATION PARAMETERS 
DS NX NY NZ TMAX NOUT ALPHA 

0.15 54 267 174 1.1E-7 4 1.OE-3 
* 
# BOUNDARY TYPE 
* TXMIN TXMAX 'lYHIN TYMAX T/MIN T/MAX 

A. LIA02 LIA02 LIAO2 LIAO2 LIA02 LIA02 

* EARTH PARAMETERS 
* ZGND RHOE 

2.70 1.69E-8 
* If ZGND < 0, no earth is presented. 
* If ZGND >= NZDS, the analyzed area is filled with earth soil. 

* WIRES 
* R X Y Z DIR LEN 

0.03 4.0 20.0 2.85 ZDIR 20.0 
It 
It RECT. OBJECTS 
It X Y Z XLEN YLEN ZLEN 
It 
It VOLTAGE SOURCES 
* TYPE X Y Z DIR 1W 

RAMP 4.0 20.0 2.70 ZDIR 10.0 
0.0 20.OE-9 500 1.1E-7 500 

if 
It CURRENT SOURCES 
It TYPE X Y Z DIR RO 
It 
It VOLTAGE PROBES 
II X 7 z DIR 

4.000 18.00 4.85 ZDIR 
4.000 2.000 4.85 ZDIR 

It 
* CURRENT PROBES 
* X Y Z DIR 

4.000 20.00 2.85 ZDIR 
4.000 20.00 10.85 ZDIR 
4.000 20.00 18.85 ZDIR 

It 
It OUTPUT TYPE 
# OPLANE PLPOS OTYPE 

YZ 1.000 HNRM 
It 
It OUTPUT FILE NAME 
ch20pg1 .m 
# 
* GRAPHIC CONTROLS 
colorbar('horiz'); caxis([ 0.0 0.1 H; shading interp; axis equal; pause; 
It 
* To use the following line instead of the above line creating jpg files 

-''I 
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# for animation, type n = 0" at: first in MATLAB. 
caxis( ( 0.0 0.1 ] ); shading interp; axis equal; saveas( 1, 
num2str(n, '%03d.jpg' ) ); n = n + .; pause(0.1); 

Input Data For Stroke to Finite Ground (Steep-front Current) 

ft SIMULATION PARAMETERS 
ft DS NX NY NZ TMAX NOUT ALPFIA 

0.15 54 267 174 1.1E-7 4 1.OE-3 
ft 

# BOUNDARY TYPE 
ft TXMIN TXMAX TYMIN TYMAX TZMIN TZMAX 

LIA02 LIA02 LIA02 LIA02 LIA02 LIA02 
ft 
ft EARTH PARAMETERS 
ft ZGND RHOE 

2.70 100.0 
ft If ZGND < 0, no earth is presented. 
ft If ZGND >= NZ*DS, the analyzed area is filled with earth soil. 
ft 

ft WIRES 
ft R X Y Z DIR LEN 

0.03 4.0 20.0 2.85 ZDIR 20.0 
ft 
ft RECT. OBJECTS 
ft X Y Z XLEN YLEN ZLEN 
ft 
ft VOLTAGE SOURCES 
ft TYPE X Y Z DIR RU 

RAMP 4.0 20.0 2.70 ZDIR 10.0 
0.0 5.OE-9 500 1.1E-7 500 

ft 
ft CURRENT SOURCES 
ft TYPE X Y Z DIR RU 
ft 
ft VOLTAGE PROBES 
ft X Y Z DIR 

4.000 18.00 4.85 ZDIR 
4.000 2.000 4.85 ZIJ.LR 

ft 
ft CURRENT PROBES 
# X Y Z DIR 

4.000 20.00 2.85 ZDIR 
4.000 20.00 10.85 ZDTR 
4.000 20.00 18.85 ZDIR 

ft 

ft OUTPUT TYPE 
ft OPLANE PLPOS OTY['E 

YZ 1.000 HNRM 

# OUTPUT FILE NAME 
ch2Ofgl .m 

ft GRAPHIC CONTROLS 
colorbar('horiz'); caxis([ 0.0 0.1 1); shading interp; axis equal; pause; 
ft 

ft To use the following line in;tead of the above line creating jpq files 
ft for animation, type n = 0" at first in MATLAB. 
caxis( 0.0 0.1 J ); shading interp; axis equal; saveas( 1, 
nuxn2str(n, '%03d.jpg' ) ); n = n + 1; pause(U.l); 
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Input Data For Lightning Stroke to Tall Object 

# SIMULATION PARAMETERS 
If DS NX WY NZ TMAX NOUT ALPHA 

0.15 54 267 200 1.1E-7 4 1.OE-3 
If 

If BOUNDARY TYPE 
it TXMIN TXMAX TYMIN 'rYNAx TZMIN TZMAX 

LIA02 LIA02 LIA02 LTA02 LIA02 LIA02 
It 
It EARTH PARAMETERS 
* ZGND RHOE 

2.70 1.69E-8 
* If ZGND < 0, no earth is presented. 
It If ZGND >= NZ*DS, the analyzed area is filled with earth soil. 
If 

It WIRES 
If R X Y Z DIR LEN 

0.03 4.0 20.0 2.70 ZDIR 6.0 
0.03 4.0 20.0 8.85 ZDIR 20.0 

If 
It RECT. OBJECTS 
* X Y Z XLEN YLEN ZLEN 
If 
it VOLTAGE SOURCES 
If TYPE X Y Z DIR RU 

RAMP 4.0 20.0 8.70 ZDIR 10.0 
0.0 5.OE-9 500 1.1E-7 500 

It 
It CURRENT SOURCES 
it TYPE X Y Z DIR RO 
If 

* VOLTAGE PROBES 
It X Y Z DIR 

4.000 18.00 4.85 
4.000 2.000 4.85 ZDIR 

it 
If CURRENT PROBES 
If X Y Z DIR 

4.000 20.00 2.70 ZDIR 
4.000 20.00 5.70 ZDIR 
4.000 20.00 8.70 ZDIR 

If 
If OUTPUT TYPE 
It OPLANE PLPOS OTYPE 

YZ 1.000 HNRM 
If 
If OUTPUT FILE NAME 
t6mpg1 .m 
* 
It GRAPHIC CONTROLS 
Ifcolorbar('horiz'); caxis([ 0.0 0.1 1); shading interp; axis eqi.ial; pause; 
If 
It To use the following line instead of the above line creating jpg files 
It for animation, type n = 0 at first in MATLAB. 
caxis( [ 0.0 0.1 1 1; shading interp; axis equal; saveas( 1, 

4 rium2str(n, '%03d.jpg' ) ); ri ii + 1; pause(0.1); 
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E-field at 35m For Lightning Stroke to Tall Object 

4$ SIMULATION PARAMETERS 
4$ DS NX NY NZ TMAX NOUT ALPHA 

0.15 54 .7 200 2. SE 7  
4$ 
4$ BOUNDARY TYPE 
4$ TXMIN TXMAX TYNIN TYNAX TZNIN TZMAX 

LIA02 LIA02 LIA02 LIA02 LIA02 LIA02 
4$ 
4$ EARTH PARAMETERS 
4$ ZGND RHOE 

2.70 1.69E-8 
4$ If ZGND < 0, no earth is presented. 
It If ZGND >= NZ*DS, the analyzed area is filled with earth soil. 
4$ 
# WIRES 
4$ R X Y Z DIR LEN 

0.03 4.0 3.0 2.70 ZDIR 6.0 
0.03 4.0 3.0 8.85 ZDIR 20.0 

4$ 
* RECT. OBJECTS 
4$ X Y Z XLEN YLEN ZLEN 
4$ 
4$ VOLTAGE SOURCES 
4$ TYPE X Y Z DIR RO 

RAMP 4.0 3.0 8.70 ZDTR 10.0 
0.0 20.OE-9 500 2.5E-7 500 

4$ 
4$ CURRENT SOURCES 
4$ TYPE X Y Z DIR RO 
4$ 
It VOLTAGE PROBES 
4$ X Y Z DIR 

4.000 38.00 4.85 ZDIR 
4.000 23.00 4.85 ZDIR 
4.000 5.000 4.85 ZDIR 

4$ 
4$ CURRENT PROBES 
It X Y Z DIR 

4.000 20.00 2.70 ZDIR 
4.000 20.00 5.70 ZDIR 
4.000 20.00 8.70 ZDIR 

c It 
* OUTPUT TYPE 
4$ OPLANE PLPOS OTYPE 

YZ 1.000 4-!NRM 
It 
4$ OUTPUT FILE NAME 
t6mpg2 .m 
It 
ft GRAPHIC COr'JTRO1 
#colorbar ( 'hon z 4 caxis ( 0 0 0 . I I ;shilding i nterp; axi s oqwil ; paus- ;  

4$ 

4$ To use the following line instead of the above line creating jpg files 
4$ for animation, type 'n = 0" at first in MATLAB. 
caxis( [ 0.0 0.1 J ); shading interp; axis equal; saveas( 1, 
num2str(n, 1 %03d.jpg' ) n = n + 1; pause(0.1); 



Appendix G 

Magnetic Field Distributions 
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Fig. 1-I.!. Magnetic field strength at different times for lightning snke to perfect ground 
(steep-front c11rrent) unit of vertical and horizontal axes is in cells (As 

= 15 cm). 
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Fig. H.2. Magnetic ficid strength at different times for lightning strike to perfect ground 
(slow-front current): unit of vertical and horizontal axes is in cells (As = 15 cm). 
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Fig. H.4. Magnetic field strength at different times for lightning strike to tall object (steep-
front injection); unit of vertical and horizontal axes is in cells (As = 15 cm). 
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Fig. H.5. Magnetic field strength at different times for lightning strike to tall object (slow-
front injection); unit of vertical and horizontal axes is in cells (As = 15 cm). 
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